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MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, JULY 29, 1915.

25 YEARS AGO
IN PHILLIPS

F. E. Timber]ake,

George Cakes’ horse of Rangeley
trotted a 2.40 clip on the Phillips
track a few days since.
Facts Gleaned from the Files of Mr. T. L. Page formerly of Bhil11ns, opened Glen Echo cafe,
six
Phillips Phonograph (Now
miles above Washington on the Poto
mac, on the flight of July 17. The
Maine Woods.)
location is said to he unique
and
beautiful, and without a rival in that
V O T E D T O IS S U E $159,900 BO N D S. region. A great many Congressmen
were present and an elaborate din
ner
was served.
At the special meeting of the stock*
holders of the Phillips & Rangeley
A game of ball between the Ran- i
railroad, Mr. Luther Nile was elect gelev and Phillips clubs lias been
ed chairman in the absence of the partially arranged for Friday, Jrily 25.j
president.
If arrangements are completed the
“ The only business of importance game will he played at Greenvale.
Miss Daisy Haley is visiting friends
transacted was a vote to
issue
bonds to the amount of $150,000, and in Rangeley.
G. M. Goodwin, A. .B Giilman and
M. S. liinkley cuts hay from eleven,
W. A. Rich were appointed a com farms this season.
mittee to dispose of the same.
Pens-ions-Original, Ehen B.
Han- j
The following stock was represent seem, Phillips; Edward Marden, Far-!
ed at the meeting:
mington.
Redingion Lumber Co.,
365
Mr. and Mrs. Illsley and two child- j
G. M. Goodwin,
1 ren are boarding at the Phinney Hill-1
W. A. Rich,
12 side Cottagl.
J. H. Byron,
1
Quite a number are contemplating j
J. W. Brackett,
1 a trip to Boston, August 11, on the !
2 G. A. R. Excursion.
Daniel Hoar & Son,
Leroy Smith,
1
Miss Cherry Bangs lias cur thanks
Luther Nile,
5 for a very sweet bouquet of flow-

HOTEL BLANCHARD

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine
------------
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Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
COLF,TENNIS,

»M
IC BOATING, BATH IN G , AU TO IN G
S
U

Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unexSTRATTON MAINE
! celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
Ini the center of the Fish and Game for j une, October and November
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop.,
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
ST R A T T O N M A IN E .
E. H. G R O S E . Prop.
Pleasant Island,
- Maine
One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys,
LikJ, P jod a id Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords
the best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
For particulars write for free circular to

Capt. E. F. ^COBURN,

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,

PRICE 4 CENT!

Middledam, Maine

M o u n ta in V i e w H o u s e
M o u n t a in V i e w . M a in e
For further particulars w rite or address

L. E. B 0 W L E Y ,
M o u n ta in V ie w ,

M a i n e -m
!

The Place Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

T IM P O N D C A M P S ;
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps

ers of several varities.
Dr. F. C. Dolley and wife of New
York have been visiting his sister,
Mrs. Dr. Rollin of Phillips.
The grading engine on the Phillips
& Rangeley R. R. Will be run by W.
E. Millett, now fireman on the regu
lar Sandy River passenger train.
Capt. C. W. Howard, formerly of
Franklin county, new engaged in the
slip building business in
Florida,
was,in Philips Sunday with his l’ami y, on their way to Rangeley.
Among the boarders at
Frank
Toothaker's are J. S. Maxwell, Fred
Maxwell, of Dexter, Me.;
Break*
Stratton, civil engineer, Geo. Keyo,
and J. Sullivan, Boston;
James A.
Smith, Geo. Hill, John McKeeman,
St. StepGien, N. B.; James Cunning
ham, Scotland.
The new' officers of Mt. Saddleback
Lodge, I. O. O. F. of Phillips
are
N G., Orrison Harnden; V. G., C. N.
French; Sec., P. A. Sawyer; Treas.,
Elbridge Dill; W., C. W. Carr; Con.,
S. D. McKenney; I. G., M. S. Hinkloy; Chap., Lewis Reed; R. S.
N.
G., Seiden Keene.
Herbert S. Wing informs us that
he has a grade Jersey cow, whose
milk in four days made seven pounds
cf nice butter.
If there is another
cow in this locality or North' Frank
lin county that can beat this record
we would like to hear of them.

Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
Berths
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
Phillips, July 22 to Mr. and Mrs.
E D . G R A N T CQ. S O N C O ..
P. O . A d d r e s s . G r a n t’ s M e .
W. M. Duttcn, a daughter.
‘
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
New Castle, July 20 to Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Parker a sen. (Floyd Emlin, weight 10 lbs.)

B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S B*, «*
BalTMountain Camps are sitnated at the foot o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookm efo n tic Lake. Near the best fishln* grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
roatl to camps—Telephone connections—T w o mails d aily—W rit, for free cireular.
AMOS ELLIS. P rop 'r..
Bald Mountain, Main*/

W ould Be Good Business.

If farmers could buy city street car
hogs at their real value and sell them
for what they think they are worth,
farm automobiles would multiply more
rapidly than rubbish.

LIBRARY FAIR
AUGUST 4

was operated on at Dr. Ross’ priv
ate hospital recently for appendicitis.
Miss O’Toole is very comfortable at
this writing.

T© Be Held This Year at Lake

LOCAL NOTES

House Parlors.
(Special

Rangeley, July 28.—Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Furbish left Friday for a
week's visit to Goose, Rock Beach.
Mrs. George M.cGraves and eon, who
have been visiting her parents re
turned to her home, accompanying Mr.
and Mrs. Furbish.
Miss Emma and A. Mason Russell
were week-end guests of Miss Emily
Greenwood at Old Orchard.
The many friends of Senator E. I.
Herrick are pleased to learn that he
is gaining from a recent operation,
which he underwent at the Conant
hospital, Boston.
Mrs. Wm. Hood and daughter and
Miss Gladys Jones have been goiests
of Mrs. J. L. Kemptcn.
Marguerite Twombly is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Twcimbly.
Among those who went to Portland
on the excursion: Mrs. Aaron Soule,
Mrs. H. C. Riddle, I. W.
Mitchell
and several others whose names we
did not obtain.
Mrs. Rose Avery of West Farmington is the guest of friends in town.
G. A. Proctor spent the latter part
of the week with his family at New
Vineyard'.
E. H. Whitney was in, town Tues
day.
The Library Fair will be held
August 4 this year at the Lake House
parlors.
Miss O’Toole who is employed as
waitress a-t Rangeley Lake House,

—

SPEND YOUR

SUMMER VACATION
IN THE RANGELEY LAKE OR DEAD RIVER REGION IN

MAINE!

Correspondence.)

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Moore of Ban
gor and Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Barrows
of Portland after a tour of the White
Mountains were at the Elmwood a
few days this week and were also
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
Hammond.
Mrs. John Shepard will entertain a
party of ladies at dinner on Friday.
Miss Mertie Kinney of Dorchester,
Mass., visited her aunt, Mrs. Lovinia
Taylor and other relatives in town
this week.
Miss Kinney has been
visiting in Rangeley for a few weeks
past.
She is accompanied by How
ard Wilder, son of Mrs. Mabel Wheel
er Wilder.
The oldest son of Mr.
and Mrs. Wilder graduated from Har
vard this year and in the fall will
enter the Harvard Medical
school.
'They will return to their home in Dor
chester Friday morning.
The Forty-First Annual Reunion of
the. Fifth Maine Battery association
will be held at Gardiner, Thursday,
August 19, at 10.30 a. m.
A good
dinner will be furnished for 25 cents
per plate.
Reduced rates on Maine
Central railroad.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Graffam were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Parker at their cottage at Long Pond.'
Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Carter went
to Long Pond Wednesday night to
be the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ever
ett Knapp.
iMiss Florian Wheeler will sing at
the Union church for the morning
service next Sunday.

HEALD POND CAMPS

O pinions React.
A man cannot speak but be judges!
and reveals himself.—With his will, ot j
against His will, he draws his portrait j
to the eye of others by every word — ]
Every opinion reacts on him who ut-:
ters it.—Emerson.

STEAMBOAT SERVICE
on
This territory is easy of access being reached in ONE DAY j
RANGELEY LAKE
from Boston. The summer climate is delightful, the nights are j Boats leave Rangeley for South
always cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at the ! Rangeley at 5.35 A. M- and 11.40
various resorts are up-to-date, the sceneryjis grand, and there is A. M., where close connection is
fine trout and salmon fishing, golf, teh n i and good roads for made with Maine Central Rail
road trains for Portland, Boston
motoring.
and New York. Boats making
The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD close connection at South Rangeissue a fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map of this ley with trains from New York,
Boston and Portland, arrive at
Country. Address
Rangeley at 1.20 P, M. and
Phillips, Maine. 6.40 P. M.
General Manager,
F. N. BKAL,

FRED

H E N D E R S O N , Prop.,

Jackm an, M aine

2
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Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Gray of Bos
ton,
who came in June often enter
r
Here*s the best-made
tain a delightful party for cards in
the evening* at Camp Ideal.
.2 2 Repeater in the world!
and. Mrs. James W. Fry.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Washbui'n
It’s the only .22 repeater made with the
dependable lever action — like a
of
Newtonville, Mass., are here for
A.
Montgomery,
Jr.,
of
New
York
It gives 25
big game rifle, It has better
Tenting Party
on Kennebago and sous, I>eForest and Kenneth R. their fifteenth summer in Lakeside
shots at one
w eight, better balance
loading.
greater stability than
Montgomery, with Fred Fowler and Camp, and as usual have the place
Stream— Lone Fisherman Still
any other .22. ItVguardecorated
writh
W alter Wight guides, are for a few most attractively
anteed in accuracy and reliability.
Nets Salmon.
days tenting on Kennebago stream. birch bark, wild flowers and greens
, Shoots all.22 short, .22 long and .22
Sunday Mrs. DeForest
Montgomery from the forest and are looking for
\ long-rifle cartridges. For rabbits,
squirrels, hawks, geese, foxes,
and Miss Elizabeth Fronefield went ward to weeks of happiness on the
(S p ecial Correspondence.),'
target and sm all gam e
Mountain View House, Rangeley up on the noon train returning by island.
shooting up to 200
enjoyed a . The bungalow on the mainland is
yards, no other .22
Lake, July 25.—The quiet o# these the evening train and
repeater equals
again taken for the summer by the
old hills and mountains seem to dinner cooked in open.
pervade even across the' forest to
Rev. Mr. Childs of Rangeley held merry party from Wellesley, Mass.,
Y ou want the best! Costs m ore because made better; it
this delightful spot, jr
service in the big parlor, assisted by Mrs. David It. Craig and daughter,
hits where others miss; built to last a life-time. Model ’97 with round
barrel, $14.50; octagon, $16.00.
“ We are doing a Hot of resting and the Gordon Trio on Sunday after Miss Annie, and sons, James W. and
It’s a take-down rifle, convenient to carry, easy to clean. Has tool steel
Kenneth Craig and trierid, Miss E.
this is what we^ came for,” said one noon.
Working parts that cannot wear out. Beautiful case-hardened finish; superb build ^
who
gentleman when the Maine Woods
The ‘‘Lone Fisherman” Robt. B. C. Bouteailler of New York,
and balance; splendid sights; famous deep Ballard rifling. The solid-top and sideis came as far as Haines Landing in
representative asked for the social Hawkins of Providence, R. I.,
ejection are important for safety and rapid, accurate firing.
•* M odel’92 no/take-down, $12.15 round, $13.15 octagon.
,
events of the last week.
But the keeping up his refutation as a fislh- their touring car ten days ago. James
Other Marlin .22 repeaters from $9.25 up — send 3 stamps postage for big catalog of all //ttZCU/l
repeating rifles and shotguns. Do it n o w ! It will help you select the one best gu n !
happiness that seems to pervade this erroau by bringing in a handsome W. Craig and chauffeur have return
James
place and the people who come is pair of salmon Saturday, weighing ed to Wellesley for a time.
33 Willow Street
77w TTZcw /lJl/'iC e O r/TLS Co.
New Haven, Conn,
stayed
long
enough
to
prove
he
had
most noticeable, and fortunate
are 5 pounds and 3 pounds.
not forgotten how to handle the
those who have chosen this place for
H E. Moore of Boston adds much
fishing red, for lie caught a 3% lb.
night (Friday) under the auspices of their summer days.
to the pleasure of all by giving an
trout
and his brother, Kenneth a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
W.
Brant
of
the Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
out-door concert, playing many of the
4% pound salmon.
Richard S. Ely
church of Greenville Junction, and 133 Boston, who came a month ago on latest and best selections on
lias
of
Greenville,
N.
H.,
is now a guest
their
wedding
trip,
and
tlneix
friends,
people enjoyed the lovely sail on the
viotrola, which he takes out on the
o f the party.
They have a motor
steamer “ Twilight,” of the Coburn Mrs. A. L. Jennings of' Somerville, lake.
boat and Will Lufkin for guide.
Steamhip Co.’ s line, to Kineo and re Mass., and C. F. Chisholm' of Revere,
Picnics are now in order and the
Hotel at Katahdin Iron Works turn, stopping at Deer Island each way. Mass., who joined them later, take
Gerald ,Fox and friend from New
tennis court as well as the box ball
York are for the friet time spending
The Greenville Junction band furnished this Sunday night train for home, but
Burned—Recent Arrivals at
ally, afternoon tea at the
“ Little
a few days in camp.
the music. Refreshments served on plan to return another year.
As
Brown House on the Trail,” all help
Squaw Mountain Inn
the boat consisted o f ice cream, cake Mrs. Brant caught a 3% pound trout
Al Denzer of New York, wlthi Pete
and coffee. All report a very enjoy and 4-pound salmon while here, she make merry the days.
Lufkin guide, are having good fly
able time, and the church a financial can tell a good fish story to her
(Special Correspondence.)
fishing, as they come in every even
Moosehead Lake, July 26—The camps success.
city friends.
Mr. Brant
landed
ing with enough for the table and
around Moosehead are rapidly filling
ones, but only one 3The hotel at Kathadin Iron Works many small
Mr. Denzer does not believe as one
up, end the fishing is holding up won kept by A. L. Green, was recently pourid salmon.
of his friends that “ all big fish are
derfully well for this season of the burned. This is the second hotel to
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Allen of
caught when little,” but thinks that
year, owing, no doubt, to the heavy burn here within two years. Tents are Philadelphia have come to sjtend
the ladies and the speckled beaut
rains.
in order at this place hereafter.
several weeks in ‘‘Camp Don’t-Wories are much alike, as both have a
There are now 275 guests at the
The private camps around the Wilson ry” and are much pleased with this, Fishing, Canoeing and Boating Are great affinity for fine feathers.
Mount Kineo House, and more coming ponds are beginning to float their flags, their first visit to the Rangeleys.
Miss Augusta Page of Brooklyn,
the Chief Amusements Now
every day. Many parties are now out showing that the large summer colony
The following party while on an
N. Y., who, with her parents were
fitting for the various canoe trips and are returning again. We are always ! automobile trip through this region
at Pleasant Island.
at the Rangeleys two years
ago,
the guides are coming into their own.
glad to see the people who come each Jregistered here this week: Mr. and
has
come
to
spend
several
w'eeks
in
A moonlight excursion was given last S-mmer from out of of the state to en- j Mrs. C. L. Jenness, Miss Jenness, C.
Camp Sunrise.
Miss Page is very
(S p ecial Correspondence.)
joy our great playground. May we al- ; E. Dodge of Dover, N. H., and Miss
Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic fond of woods life and is looking for
have the good hunting and fishing Obe»r of New York,
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER ways
Lake, July 23.— If one has never ward to a happy summer at Pleasant
to offer our “ out of the state” neigh
Mrs. A.
W. Newell and three
spent a summer here at Pleasant Island.
H IS is a very in
I
bors.
daughters,
Miss
Madeleon,
Miss
Mrs. A. S. Hinds gave a moonlight
teresting and in
Island Camps they have no idea of
structive book on mak T H E
Recent arrivals at the Squaw Moun Alice and Miss Marjorie Newell of the wonderful beauty of the place. sail and brought the following party
ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
tain Inn include Lewis Oakes, Walter Lexington, Mass., are among the new' As one looks out on the lake in to spend an evening here this week:
row boats, etc. It tells
PRIM ER
Craig, C. L. Marshall, Dr. E. C. Luce comers who will plan to remain whatever direction they may, only Miss Ethel Hinds, Mrs. James Seyler,
of the various streams
and wife, Greenville Junction; Mr. and for several weeks and express them
one can trip on with a
George
the for set stretching for miles away Miss Gertrude King Mrs.
cabin boat, how to
Mrs. E. D. Blaisdell, Dexter; Dr. and selves as greatly delighted with
I
urges,
Georgq
B
u
r^
e,
Miss
Ruth
over hills and mountains can be seen
equip for such a trip,
Mrs. J. H. Hairgrove, Jacksonville, Mountain View. Miss Madeleen, who
what to wear and eat,
beyond the shores.
It would seem Cook Alfred Pearsoi cf Portland;
111.; Miss Cornelia Merion, Salem, speqt several years in Berlin is a
cost of a two month’s
that the great busy world was far Miss Catherine Walton of Newton
Mass.; W. D. Harper, Mrs. W. D. violinist of unusual ability and her
trip. It gives descrip
away, but one hears the call of the ville, Mass., and Spaulding Blsbee
tions and diagrams,
Harper and son, New York; Mr. and playing charms all who have the
telephone and ‘ ‘take a telegram from of Ru m ford.
photographs and chapters on construction, Mrs. G. F. Merrill, O. E. Merrill, Mr.
pleasure of hearing her draw the
A party have this morning put on
when to float, when and where to land and
Neov York or Philadelphia please,”
other useful hints. Book is compiled of and Mrs. W. E. Blake, Portland; John bow.
their city clothes and sailed
down
and
twice
a
day
Uncle
Sam
sends
his
facts and observations made by the author. Raggard and wife, Chicago; Mr. and
James Johnscn of New York is
tuail bags bringing all
kinds of to Haines Landing, where their auto
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations Mrs. J. W. Pollen, Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
th© gentleman 'who 'will have a
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
tilings by parcel pest and the m ot-: wa*^s ^ iem a,u^ they will spend the
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat, Emery, Bangor; Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Rangeley scene in the moving pico” and steam boats make a quick 1
R&nSel^y*
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to Samson. Miss Martha lemeson, Fox- i,ture shows,
He came here to ar
Build a Cabin Boat. The Cabin Boat’ s Equipment,
As this is one of those perfect
and Mrs. H. W. Samson, range for a bit of real life to be run to Haines Landing only four
Furnishing’s and Furniture, Odds and Ends of croft; Dr
(C o n tin u e d on page seven.)
Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
miles away.
Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin Monson; Miss Alberta A. Emery and acted,
having completed the plans
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and L. E. Hutchings of Corinna.
The
two
southern
gentlemen,
for a company of actors in the mov
Landing Lists, Bloating, Floating at Night and in
B’ogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast
The guests at the Squaw Mountain ies to come this week and try their Messrs. H. L. Moorman and R. S.
and Some Rope Hints. Landings, Troubles, Care
whose
o f the Boat, Ways of Making Money, On Making Inn very much enjoy seeing the deer skill in walking rolling logs, that for Lindsay o f Lynchburg, Va.,
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing, Game and
first
summer
this
is
in
the
north,
are
come
cut
to
feed
on
the
grounds
sur
their special benefit are to be sent
Hunting, Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing,
Amusements, Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A Cabin rounding the Inn; they may be seen
greatly
taken
with
the
place
and
down
the
Kennebago
stream.
Boat Coon Hunt.
from the hotel piazza almost any even
They
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Parker of life in the woods cf Maine.
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 51.00.
ing.
have
landed
their
first
trout
and
Portland,
who
were
here
last
sum
Maine Wood®, Phillips, Maine.
a 50 "cent new size bottle of
o - i n - O n e " a n d insure your gun
boat
mer, came Friday for a ten
days’ salmon, and with the motor
a g a in s t w e a r a n d tear a n d repair
“ Lacocnia,” which now flys the Vair- e x p e n s e .
stay.
“ 3 - in - O n e ” h a s th e m o s t w on *
The lone log cabin -on the lake ginia flags they have visited all the d e r lu l lu b r ic a t in g , c le a n in g , p o lis h 
in g . r u s t - p r e v e n t in g , g u n - s a v i n g
camps
and
hotels
on
Mooselookmeshore is for another summer taken
Q u a litie s .
a r t w o r k s easier,
by Miss C. B. Estenbrcok of provi guntic and Cupsuptic Lakes. ' Their s u r eErv, e rtyr u ae cr t, ioifn po ile
d w ith “ 3 -in dence, R. I., and Miss Lillian Cro- first pair of treut weighed 2% and 3 O n e .” S a v e s w e a r o n d e lic a t e p a r ts .
3
in
-O
n
e
”
is
a
p
e
n
e t r a t in g , n o n 
ford of Worcester, Mass., and with pounds and they always have fish d r y in g o il. W o n 't g u m , h a r d e n ,
|
o
r
c
o
lle
c
t
d
u
s
t
n
o
m
a
t t e r h o w lo n g
Walter Wight guide, the ladies are for Die table.
' g u n s t a n d s . R e m o v e s r e s id u e o l
1
b
u
r
n
t
p
o
w
d
e
r
“
c
le
a
n
a
s a w h is t le .”
Inow' on a camping and tramping trip
Miss Katherine W ells -o f White J
] A il b ig g u n fa c t o r ie s u s e it. C on for several days at Lincoln Pond.
Plains, N. Y., who has for several j| t a in s n o u cid .
Mr. and. Mrs. S. G. Haley of Phil weeks been the guests of Miss Eli- j
lips were here tills week, coming zabeth. A. Reese of South Orange, N j
by automobile driven by Mrs. Haley Y., returned home this week. Miss
who drives her car with much skill Reese ar.d Miss Mary G. Wells, who
. B u y th e e c o n o m ic a l 5 0 - c e n t
all over the country.
have one of the new camps on the s i z e —ju s t 8 t im e s a s la r g e a s 1 0 c e n t s i z e - 2 H t im e s a s la r g e a s
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Luce of Far main land are having a great summe c :5 -c e n t s iz e !
mington are here while Mr. Luce is out cf doors.
G. W. Fanjoy is FREE
,or sample
_
“ b o ttle a n d ” 3 - i n m charge of a crew of men at South their guide and with ‘‘ Helen,’’ h is, O n e ____^ILM
D ic tio n a r yary
. L ib r a r y
Rangeley, who are putting in an en motor boat take trips in all direct-! Slip tree Wlth each bottle.
gine for the International Paper Co.
ions.
Miss Reese is v e ry proud of
Saturday morning two ladies from the 5-pound salmon that she brought “ 3-IN-ONE” OIL CO.
the Rangeley Lake House came on to net this week.
The ladies have 124 New St. New York City
horseback and took breakfast, Mrs. j canoes which they us© up Cupsuptic
E. S. Myers of Providence, R. I., Istream aaid with guide went up as
and Miss A. D. Shipley of Phila- i far as ‘‘Camp Picus” for a (lay’s pic- PALMER ENGINES AND
delphia.
nic Monday.
LAUNCHES.
j Miss Ida Mae Pecht of Philadel
MOVIE ACTORS
phia, who has been at Kennebago
Lake' House for several weeks spent
A T MT. VIEW Sunday here as the guest of Mr.

CAMPS FILLING
AT M00SEHEAD

STILL TAKING
THE LINE

T

is Insurance

50 4

ITS ALL FREE

3 IN ONE

If you are planning a
vacation now or next fall
you should write

Maine Information Bureau

Phillips, - Maine

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
«

1

Vh ’

|

Young
w om en
going
ts
B o sto n
to
w o rk
o r stu d y,
a n y la d y g o in g t o Boston tor
p le a s u r e
or o n a shopping
t r i p w i t h o u t m a le escort w ill
f in d the

Franklin Square
House

IT’S ALL FREE

a d e l i g h t f u l p la c e to stop. A
H o m e - H o t e l In t h e heart of
B o sto n
e x c lu s iv e ly for w o 
m en.
630 r o o m s , safe, c o m 
f o r t a b l e c o n v e n ie n t of access,
p r ic e s r e a s o n a b le .
For p a r
t ic u la r s a n d
p r ic e s address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.

Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
anc light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
B R O S ., 39 Portland Pier. Portland. Me.

TAXIDERMISTS
<s. W. PICKK1,,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tackle
Indian Moccasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
R A N G E LE Y .
.
.
.
M A IN E

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for expellence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth,

.

.

.
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ALL AROUND THE
CAMPS AT WELD

Fresh Corn On the Cob
—or Dry Kernels?
F resh tobacco in the Sickle P lug or dried up particles
o f sliced or granulated to b a cco ? R ea l tobacco flavor de
pends upon the le a f being preserved in its natural state, pos
sible only by pressing the leaves into plug form and keeping it
in b y coverin g it w ith a natural lea f w rapper. T h en atu ralflavor and strength o f tobacco escape w hen cu t or granulated.
T ak e a P lu g o f Sickle th a t is even thoroughly dried out
so that w hen y ou w hittle it o ff it crum bles into dust, but it
w ill b u m and sm oke sm ooth and cool a s it has all o f its orig
inal tobacco fla v o r preserved, unevaporated in P lu g F o rm .
W h ittlin g a pipeful is little trouble, am ply repaid
in both quality and quantity. T r y this experiment and
ju dge for yourself.

LAND OF FRUIT
AND FLOWERS

is worth while. The deck hands are all
negroes, and a jolly, happy, pokey lot
they are. They never get in a hurry
but leisurely and calmly place the
freight on their shoulders and saunter
slowly up the bank, singing the while,
never seeming to mind the burden.
Beautiful Country but No Accom When the boat is moving they lie on
the deck in the sunshine like lizards.
modations for the Tourist.
Wednesday morning just as Day was
pushing aside the curtain of Night, we
got off the boat and went up to the cab
in of the ferryman, where we were
Pisgah, Ala., July 9, 1915.
served a splendid breakfast, steaming
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
On the third morning in May we left hot.
Wauchula, Fla., for our mountain home
We watched the sun rise and light up
in north Alabama.
a beautiful and picturesqne landscape.
The trains were crowded with people The river is half a mile wide and flows
flitting northward. We met several through a narrow, fertile valley, with
interesting persons. Among them was a low range of wooded hills to the north
the “ Hoozier Poet,’ ’ James Whitcomb and Raccoon mountain to the south.
Riley, who was in the same coach as
The appearance of the sun was a sig
we from Jacksonville to Chattanooga. nal for the farmers to get busy, and as
The sight of the mountains made us we watched them hitching horses to
happy for we had been away from them Plows, we thought “ This is indeed real
for 18 months—18 long, level, flat practical life; nothing formal or artifi
months.
cial about this.’ ’
At Chattanooga we boarded a steam
We climbed into a farm wagon and
boat and came down the beautiful Ten
were driven up Raccoon mountain, and
nessee river about 50 miles. There
to our home, a distance of six miles.
was a party of business men from the
How beautiful the world seemed.
city, coming down the river to Coon
The
dogwood, white ash, azalias and a
Valley, where they would camp and
dozen other kinds of wild flowers ad
spend the week fishing.
Coon Valley was a famous hunting orned the woods. Later, the mountain
place for the Cherokee Indians more laurel, rhododendron and still others
than three-quarters of a century ago, bloomed.
Fow, the wild hydarangea and phlox
and many relics and signs may still be
are blooming in rich profusion, and we
found there of that brave people.
A trip down the Tennessee in a boat are feasting on flowers, fruits and veg
etables. Nowhere has Nature been
more lavish in her gifts of these three
commodities than here. Plums, pears,
peaches, apples, huckleberries and
blackberries are ripe now and are free,
for there is no market here.
TIME TABLE
We also boast of having the finest
In Effect June 21, 1915
water on earth; but the outside world
is never invited here. There are no ho
FARMINGTON—Passenger trains leave Farm
ington for Phillips and Rangeley, at 12:02 P. M. tels or boarding houses in this quiet,
and 4:20 P. M. For Kingfield and B igelow at 4:20
P. M- Passenger trains arrive from Phillips and cool, delightful place.
My friend, Dr. H. M. Harper, a na
Kingfield at 7:55 A. M., and from Rangeley and
Bigelow at 1-55 P. M.
tive by birth, of Farmington, Maine,
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A. M.. and leaves at
but now of Tallahassee, Fla., recently
11:00 A . M.
STRONG—Passenger trains leave fo r Farming- sent me a book which we are enjoying
ton at 7:25 A. M and 1:25 P. M.. for Phillips and very much, “ The Maine Woods” by the
Rangeley at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M., and fo r
Bigelow at 4:55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive naturalist, Henry D. Thoreau. We al
from Farmington at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M. so enjoy the weekly visit of the paper,
From Bigelow at 1:15 P. M. From Phillips at
the Maine Woods.
7:25 A. M.. and from Rangeley at 1:25 P. M.

SANDY RIVER 4 RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

Mixed train arrives from Phillips at 8:45 A .M ..
trom Kingfield at 7:15 A. M. and from Farmington
at 11:55 A. M
PHILLIPS— Passenger trains leave fo r Farm 
ington at 7:08 A. M. and 1:00 P. M. Arrive from
Farmington at 12:52 P. M. and 5:10 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Rangeley at 10:15 A . M..
and leaves fo r Rangeley at 1:20 P. M. Mixed
train leaves for Farmington at 7:30 A. M.. and
arrives from Farmington at 2:15 P. M.
RANGE*. E Y —Passenger train leaves for Farmngton at 11:30 A. M., and arrives from Farmington at 6:43 P. M.
Mixed train leaves for Phillips at 7:30 A . M.
and arrives at 3:46 P. M.
SALEM—Passenger train leaves at 12:50 P. M.
for Farmington and arrives at 6:23 P. M.
KIN GFIELD—Passenger train leaves fo r B ige
low at 9:00 A . M. and 5:45 P. M., for Farmington
at 12:30 P. M.
Mixed train leaves fo r Strong at 6:00 A . M., and
arrives from Strong at 9:20 A . M.
BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves fo r Farm
ington at 10:45 A. M.. and arrives from Farmington at 6:35 P. M. Passenger train arrives from
Kingfield at 9:50 A . M., and leaves fo r Kingfield
at 6:40 P. M.
SUNDAY TR AIN leaves Phillips fo r Farmington at 9t00 A. M. and 3:35 P. M. For Rangeley at
11.28 A. M., arrives from Farmington at 11:25 A.
M. and from Rangeley at 3:35 P. M.
F. N. B E A L. General Manager

THE PLEASURE
Of an Occasional Trip to

PORTLAND
Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the

NEW CHASE HOUSE
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
. Home During Your Stay.

Positively the Only First-Class Modern
HousJ In the City, With All ConvenienceAlncluding Hot and Cold Running
W atei and Local and Long Distance
Telephone in All Rooms.

J ust astep from Monument Square
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
T a k e tie "Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car t o m
U nion Station.
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
•
________
H« E. T 5U R S T 0N ,
R . F. HIMMELEIN,
P roprietors.

Summer Guests Assist In Church
Services—Weld Boat Club to
Hold Meeting.

3

Mr. William Soule for a few days.
dition.
Mrs. Clara Stevens of Syracuse,
The automobile tourist
business
N. Y., is the guest of her mother,
which, during the first two weeks in
Mrs. Frank Hodgdon
for several
July was seriously interrupted by the
weeks.
unprecedented rains is now rapidly re
At the Congregational church Sun suming normal conditions and the
day morning, Miss Campbell, a grad tide of travel coming into the state
uate of the Baltimore Conservatory is increasing rapidly.
August looks
of Music gave piano selections for like an exceptionally heavy month.
response to the prayer and offertory. The fact that the rain has been so
In the evening Rev. Dr. Dillon Bron heavy for the past three weeks is
son of Boston gave a very instruct accepted by many as indicative that
ive and interesting talk on ‘ Remark for the next few week® the state will
able Scenes on our Planet.” In par enjoy a prolonged period of dry and
ticular he mentioned the lakes
of beautiful weather.
Canada, the canyons of the United
Tourists now need have no fear
States, the land of the Midnight
Sun, the active and sacred volcan about visiting Maine for conditions
oes of Japan and the Himalayas, as are improving daily and the roads
seen from Dajeeling, India.
On ac will soon be in the best of shape.

Weld, July 25.—B. P. Stuart, treas
urer of Kennebec county was in town
on business last week.
Mrs. William Shaw of Portland has
taken Swett’s little camp for the rest
of the season.
Will Shaw was the guest of Mrs.
William Soule for a few days recently.
Mrs. Homer Bovi and children of Au count of the bad shower late in the
burn are guests of her mother, Mrs. afternoon the attendance was small
er than usual at these Sunday even
Frank Hodsdon for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Farmer of Farmington ing talks, but it is expected that Dr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Taylor of Au Bronson later in the summer will
gusta, were callers at Camp Wooglin, give another talk on the same sub
ject or a kindred subject.
Tuesday.
Mrs. Frank Lawrence of Tarrytown,
After the Christian Endeavor meet
N. Y., is the guest of her sister, Mrs. ings Wednesday night, fifteen minu
Harrison C. Fales for two weeks.
tes is given to popular readings.
Prof. Harry Koopman, librarian at Last week Lester Lee read an arti
Brown University, with Mrs. Koop cle on the early life of Theodore
man and Miss May Koopman, are Roosevelt.
This week Mr. Harrison
spending a month at the Maples.
C. Fales will give ‘ ‘The Vagabonds.’’
Prof. Henry Manning of Providence
Monday evening the Weld
Boat
who was called home last week by the Club will hold the annual meeting
death of his mother, has returned and for the election of officers at the
joined his family at “ Hiawatha’ s Wig Pavilion.
Already several new mem
warn.”
bers have joined this summer and
Roland Sturtevant of Livermore
it is expected that within the next
Falls is the guest o f Mrs. Will ShUw
ten days work will be begun oin a
for two weeks.
croquet ground and tennis court.
Mrs. A. W. Spanhoffd and Miss WilThere are several new sail boats and
helmina Spanhoffd of Washington, D.
motor boats on the lake this year
C., have arrived at Mrs. Tainter’s to
which will take part later in the
spend the remainder of the summer.
Dr. J. H. Rollins of Portland is in races that will be held.
Recent arrivals at the Maples are
town for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Sanborn and fam F. A. Bardwell, M. D., Mr. and Mr®.
W.
A.
ily o f Kingfield, who have spent a few Edward Stanley, Boston;
days in Dixfield, were the guests of Knight and wife, Miss Zoa Hamilton,
Mrs. Sanborn’ s aunt, Mrs. J. A. With- Miss Conie Gonlon, R. H. Clickman,
Auburn; Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Kennedy
am Wednesday.
William Soule of the Boston Globe Clinton, Me.; C. S. Stetson, Greene;
John E. Stephens, Rumford
Falls;
has joined his family for a week.
Mrs. Frederick W. Smith of Dixfield Amos Ellis, Baddin,shown; Ethel M.
was the guest of her cousin, Mrs. Fred Hatch, E. Adelaide Hatch, Auburn;
E. E. Seavey, Boston.
B. Whitin for a few days last week.
Mrs. Charles Hewett and children of
East Winthrop are the guests of her
perents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Conant.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto C nant of Boston
are also the guests of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Conant.
Dr. John Vickert of Providence, who
spent last summer with his family at
Maine Roads Recovering from
Camp Toronto, is at Martha’ s Vineyard
for the season.
Heavy Rainfall.
Mrs. Bertie Adams of Greene has
been the guest of her mother, Mrs.
After three weeks of rainy weath
John Lawrence for the past month.
er, during which all state records
Recent guests at Mrs. Eben Ham for the amount of precipitation to oc
den’s for two weeks are Nelson Hercur in any one month have been
mance, Bradford Lawrence, Eben and
broken, Maine is beginning to re
James Lawrence, all of South Boston;
cover and roads are returning to
Miss Doris Ellsworth and Miss Winsola
their normal condition.
On every
Bonney both of Oxford, also have been
hand wash cuts were
reported and
guests of their aunt, Mrs. Victor Masroad conditions were the worst ever
terman.
known
in the history of the Pine
Mr. and Mrs. Barnard Root of Boston
This situation
also
are at their cottage on tne West side Tiee State.
prevailed
in
New
Hampshire
and
Ver
of the lake. Later Mr. Albert Root
and family will come to spend the mont, and in fact all over northern
New England.
month of August.
Several days of clear skies, how
Mr. and Mrs. Heath and family of
Boston are at the Sills camp for the ever, are bringing the roads back
summer. They have as guests Miss into shape once more and automo
with
Weymouth and William Wall of Bos bile travel may be resumed
safety
over
all
the
principal
trunk
ton.
For several days
Mr. ard Mrs. George McKenney of lines in Maine.
Boston are spending a month with the traffic was completely interrupted be
on
Freeman Millikens at Mrs. Tainter’s tween Freeport and Brunswick
the Porfcland-Rockland highway, but
cottage.
Mrs. John A. Decker and J. Ray repairs have now been made and
mond Decker of Boston are at the this road is at present in far better
Twaddle place for a few weeks. Mrs. shape than it was before.
William I. Hebner of Lee, and Freder
Between Portland and Dunstan on
ick Smyser of Boston are their guests the Portland-Portsimouth
highway,
during their stay here.
where new concrete construction is
Mrs. Edith Younkin Cartright of in progress, the heavy rains made
Winthrop, Mass., is entertaining a par travel exceptionally disagreeable, but
ty of friends at Mt. Blue cottage on this road is now much improved and
the west side for two weeks. The the Payne Road detour, which is amember^ of the party are Miss Edith gain recommended for all tourists,
M. Churchill of Winthrop, Mass., Miss in excellent shape.
Caroline M. Read of Cambridge, Mass.,
Between Bangor and Ellsworth on
Miss Elizabsth Hawkes and G. Clif the Banger-Bar Harbor trunk line, all
ford Hicks of Winthrop, and Fred J. traffic was interrupted for several
Wellhouse of Newton Highlands, Mass. days, but repairs
have now been
Dr. Baker anid Mrs. Baker and Miss made and a fine new route has been
Etta Baker of Wilmington, Del., are laid out and signed for the entire
occupying the Doubledec.ker for the distance between these two points.
season.
Down in Washington county the
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Osiler and son, heavy rains did considerable damage
J. Edward Osier and friend from on the main highway between MaPhiladelphia have opened their c a m p cliiias and Calais and traffic is now
for the summer.
being routed over a fine
natural

ROADS GET

IN SHAPE

Prof. Shepherd and family from the
University o f Southern
California
are at Camp Quinsigamond until the
middle of August, when the S. S.
Coverts will occupy this camp. Prof.
Shepherd is taking a course at Har
vard University.
Mr. Niles of Boston is a guest of

T r o llin g M o to r
It goes on any boat. Perfect
speed for salmon or trout fishing.
Sold under strong guarantee
to give satisfaction. Has five
speeds. Send for catalog.

THORNDIKE MACHINE CO.,
PORTLAND,

MAINE

CANADIAN WILDS
ELLS about the
Hudson Bay Com
T
pany; Northern Indians
and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc.
Provisions f o r t h e
Wilderness, Things to
Avoid, etc., etc. The
author (Martin Hunter)
was with the Hudson
Bay Company for about
40 years— from 1863 to
1903 and the informa
tion is given from .al
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader”
Outfitting- Indians, Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten. Indian
Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode o f Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
The Care o f Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The BraBs
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
sary, A Heroic Adventure. Wild Oxen, Long Lake
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.

Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 60 Cents

GAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
HIS is one of the
mo s t practical r books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, CookingUtensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents.

SCIENGE OF FISHING
f'P H E most practical book on fish
ing ever published.
T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.” This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and HOW. W HEN
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
the KIN D of tackle
used for each fish,
Book contains 255 pages, more than, too
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art”; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting. Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing, for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.

gravel road via Mach las, East Ma
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents
d ia s , Cooper, Meddybemps and Bar
Send all orders to
ing to Calais.
Traffic to Eastport
MAINE
WOODS,
is also recommended to use
this
PHILLIPS,
____
MAINE
route.
Up in northern Maine the rain has C n onial flffor Any one of lhe above
0 jJCuluI UllGi books and Outing Edition
not been so severe and for the most of M AINE WOODS one year, $1.23
part the roads are in very good con
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W OODS,

M A I N E W O O D S ilN AND ABOUT
ISSUED WEEKLY

J. W . Brackett Co.

PHILLIPS
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JU LY

29,

1915.

Haw,fand 17hy?—•
theGOODRICH

The Sandy River & Rangelej Lakes
me
expert « i
railroad J® to liave **
* re to
handling
high
explosives
lect
L. B. B R A C K E T T ,
Business Manager the railroad employees and the
terested public, at Lam er
’
o u t i n g e d i now
Tuesday evening, August 3.
om^
$1.00 per year
steroptican views will be glvt '
l o c a l e d it io n
lecture is free and the interested
It and 16 p a g e s ................................. $.1.5C per year
Canadian. Mexican. Cuoan and Panama sub public is invited to attend.
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
0 W Skillings anil Henry Hunter
f cents extra.
went to Massachusetts Friday after
Metz touring car tor vv
S n to red as second class matter. January 21. a new
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under Hunter of Strong.
1 hoy ^ ^ ' i n t
tbe A ct o f -March 3, 1379,
home Sunday after a very pleasant
Tfta Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire trip.
State ox Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp/Roy Warren cf Lynn, Mass.,
\
M and Outing news, and the Franklin county
visiting relatives in town.
e tally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
Miss Bessie Fuller of
Melrose,
and game photographs from its readers.
Mass., is visiting her friend,
Mrs.
When ordering the address o f your paper
changed, please give the old as well as new A. G. Cronkhite a few days.
Mrs. Annie Beedy went to Lewis
d dress.
So this, then, is a 1
H E R E are 1,923,951 A utom obiles now Stateton with Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Gunreason
why W E initiated,
licensed, and running, in the U nited States.
T H U R S D A Y , J U L Y 29, 1915.
ningbam Tuesday, returning the next I
propagated, that Goodrich “
L ist” M ovem ent which we
day.
O f these, 1,803,951 are Pleasure Cars— i.e.,
The many friends all over the state
licly announced in the pr
N. E. Wells recently purchased
exclusive of Trucks, etc.
of Hon. and Mrs. Byron Boyd of valuable driving horse of Ira Hoar ot
Jan. 31, 1915, and which cs
M ore than 9 0 % o f them , or about 1,623,Guo, use Pneu
Augusta deeply sympathize with them
practically every Pneumatic
matic Tires.
In the death of their son who was 1“'Lament Bean took a party of young
M anufacturer in this Country |
Each car will wear out and replace, on average, about
instantly killed while playing with men to the skating rink in Farming-j
follow our lead and bring &
one Set of Four Tires per year.
hoy friends on a steel tower carry ton Monday evening. Hazen Sweet-)
prices down to a fairer level.
Therefore, the interests o f each Car-Owner as well as
ing high tension electric wires. The ser, Carl W horff, Samuel Deposito,
each Car-Manufacturer, each Car-Dealer, and Salesman, is
boy attempted to step from one side
and Ardine Kinney made up the
vitally and personally affected by the price o f Tires to C on
of the cross arm to the other, reach
party.
sumers.
4“- ■%
ed out his hands, touched the high
It didn’t rain all day Tuesday.
Because,— Tires and Gasoline are the tw o big items of
tension wires as if for support, stif
Mrs. John Teague, Mrs.
Everett
consumption in the operation o f M otor Cars.
fened and fell.
Medical aid was
IHIS is also there*|
Holt, Revalo Wrarren and Hollis Holt
T he Owner who used his Car 1,000 M iles less per year,
immediately summoned hut apparently
why some TireM
went to Dixfield Sunday in Mr. Holt's
than he would have done, because o f “ the high-price o f Tires
facturers, who
the tremendous electrical shock and
and Gasoline,’ * received that much less return from his entire
.
not, or would not, “ meet*
the fall of 35 feet to the ground re car.
L. A. Worthley’s pacer, Pat Hand
iinvestment in the Car proper.
B A S IC prices for Pnei
sulted in almost instant death. The
»
The potential, or prospective, Car-Ow ner w ho fails to
2.22^ is in the hands cf True Luce
Tires (even though our *
lad was 13 years of age.
buy a Car because o f “ the high cost o f Tires and G asoline,” —
of Strong for the summer.
L ist” lYopaganda obliged
he
who
sells
his
C
ar
and
does
not
buy
again
because
o
f
“
the
N. J. Hackett was in Farmington
to make heavy reductions
At a Republican state committee Tuesday on business.
high cost o f Tires and G asoline” — or he who, for the same
their former Lists) might a
meeting held at Augusta recently to
reason, stores his Car and does not run it during a considerable
A D. Graf fa m recently traded a
ously supi>ose that “ G<
accept the resignation of Henry G.
part of the year, is a direct loss to
Ford for a horse in Kingfield.
Tires
have been cheaj
Beyer, Jr., of Portland, who bias serv
— 1st— Autom obile M anufacturers, as a class.
E. H. Whitney is in Rangeiey this
Quality, as well as in price.
ed as treasurer of the committee for
—
2d
—
Autom
obile
Dealers,
as
a
class.
week.
Hence this expU
two years, Mr. George W. Norton,
— 3d — Garage Owners, as a class.
E. B. W horff was in Rangeiey Sun
the Public, toCar-Marmfac
editor of the Portland Evening Ex
—
4th—
Lubrication
&
Gasoline
M
anufacturers,
as
a
day visiting relatives and friends.
Dealers, Car-Salesmen, F
press was elected to succeed 11 Mr.
class.
William Davenport recently
pur
and Tire Dealers generally)
Beyer.
The committee feel that
B u t,— he is a greater loss to T IR E Manufacturers, and
chased the William Leavitt farm o f
we deem it “ good
they have made a wise choice. Mr.
Dealers, as a class, than to any others.
Ed. Tyler.
sell
the best Goodrich Tires
hjfortcn is a brother of Mr. J. A. Nor
Because,—
Clifford Libby and wife returned to
ever made, at the fairest pri
ton of Avon.
^ — Gasoline and Lubricants, for instance, can be sold to
Waltham last week by auto, making
Hence, too, the fc
the Owners o f M otor B oats, Stationary, and other M otors.
th*» trip in one day.
FED ERATED CHURCH.
B ut,— Autom obile Tires can only be sold, in the ultim ate,
— Wre will i : ferfully
The state road between Farmington
to the man who O W N S a Car, and who wears out Tires tltrough
“ N on-Skid” Tire, sold sinoe
Melvin Sherburne Hutch'ns, paster. 3nd Strong was completed last week.
using it.
(announced on January 31, 191
The crew employed there are doing
Calendar for Sunday, August 1.
any reduction in qualitv, in
10.45—Meaning worship.
Sermon, some work on the streets of Farthickness, or quality of Ri
“ A Reasonable Religion.”
12.10— mngton.i
other Goodrich Safety
‘V E R Y mile that each Autom obile runs, means an
N. E. Wells has been cutting the
Sunday school.
7.30—Evening ser
our higher prices current
automatic Sale o f Tires to replace that m ileage with
vice.
Meditation, ‘‘Summer’s High hay cn the Eugene Vining farm.
M ovem ent.
(
new Tires.
Charles Tocthaker, who is working
Tide.”
A
n
d
,—
this
is
further
;to
e
B ut, all the Salesmanship, and all the Advertising,
for the Pejepscot Paper Co. at their
%
extend this Offer (at our t xp ea ji
under the Sun, could not increase, by a single T ire, the total
M A D R ID V I L L A G E
camp at Sluice Hill visited his moth- i
fac Hirer.
sales o f Tires beyond the number o f Cars owned by Con
er in town over Sunday.
W e ask Car-Owners, and!
sumers, and the number o f M iles each Consum er runs his Car
Sunday, August 1: 3.30— Sermon,
Mrs. El win Webber is stopping
interest, to see that no
yearly.
“ A Reasonable Religion.”
for a time 'with Mr. and Mrs. W il 
Goodrich Tires goes unchcllt
The M arket for Tires is therefore limited inflexibly, to
iam True at their camp in Dallas.
their interests, lor our own
the number o f Cars running, and the M ileage W’hich each
M E T H O D IS T E P IS C O P A L
CHURCH
Harlan White, who has charge of
Propaganda.
Owner is induced to run yearly.
the new construction work cn the
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Therefore, we opine that to prom ote greater Sales, and
Sunday, August 1—Morning wo - Eustis road was in town over Sun
greater use, o f Autom obiles, few better incentives can be
He reports that about four
ship, 10.45.
Sermon, ‘ ‘Leadership cf day.
offered than markedly-lowered cost, T O C O N S U M E R S , for
Tires and Gasoline.
Jesus.” Sunday school 12. Epworth miles of the old road is completed
League, 7.
Subject, “ The Promise and there remains about two miles
Just as we recognize that the only legitim ate expansion
E C A U SE of that
of Protection.”
Leader, Mrs. Willis of new road.
open to the Tire Industry, as a whole, would be due to the Sale
ganda. every Car
Albion Savage of Green’s Farm was
Hardy.
Prayer and praise service
of more Automobiles each year to Consum ers, w ith a greater
o
l Tire sized 37 x
7.30.
in town one day last week.
average Mileage U S E , per year, o f each C ar b y each Owner.
Tires, an average of about $46.21
Thursday, August 5—Mid week
Ralph Stillman and sister, Gertrude
T h at is why we favor the lowest possible price for
— Every Car-Owner
prayer meeting, 7.30.
Mere in town over Sunday.
Tires,— to Consumers, consistent w ith m aintenance o f high
make, now saves, through the
quality
and
a
fair
profit
to
Dealer
and
M
fr.
Mrs. Charles Howard and son spent
an average o f about $26.15 per
the week-end with her parents, Mr.
M irro rs fo r T ru cks.
Commercial vehicles that are not and Mrs. Levi Fieldtained the following party c f friend? mainly
aprons, also Ice c ream. As j
Gladys Jones remained
The little daughter of Chester W irg
equipped, with mirrors which will per
for a few
at their cottage at Long Pond for Hiiis is the first sale ever held by
mit the drivers to see the road in their was scalded quite badly when she up
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank this society a large patronage is oxrear will be refused renewals of li set a basin of hot water upon her the week-end:
Mrs. H erbert W illiam of Kingfleld
Horeyseck, Dr. and Mrs. W . J. Cart- pected.If Friday should be a rainy
censes for 1915 in New Jersey. Com self.
It is reported that she is get
missioner Lippincott has decided to ting along nicely.
er Mr. and Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison, day, the sale will take place on Sat- is cook in g at Batch elder’s Bakery.
Miss Wilihelmina Skolfield,
George urday.
Mr. S. K. W ellman and nepbpr.
adopt this policy on account of the re
Oscar Dunham has a new
hay Morton.
peated complaints that have been re
Bathing» and other rut-p e
r. KiiuMit, i \Yt;lma:i if C lc *
one in
m usic furnished by Mr. and Ohio, are the guests o f th
ceived from motorists who claim that leader, said to be the only
door sports were enjoyed ana a most »^rs
He is much pleased with the enjoyable outing is reported.
heavy commercial vehicles do not af town.
Isham, Mrs. Conway and Hon. sitter, Mrs. P ., W. Atw< od.
They
ford them a sufficient portion of the way it works for it takes the place
N. P. Noble last Sunday m orning at
made
the
trip
from
Ohio
In
their
Mrs.
W.
S.
Skolfield
and
Miss
road to permit a safe passage. This of two men and loads the hay as
the Union church Avas greatly enjoylimousine visiting the W hite Moun
is believed to be due to the noise of fast as the rack can be driven a- Wilhelmina are visiting Mrs. W. D.
eid.
It is hoped that the
people
Quimiby in Rangeiey.
the motor truck rendering impossible long.
tains before coming to Phillips.
will
have
the
privilege
o
f
hearing
for the driver to hear the sound of the
Ginas.
Howard
has
Mrs. A . G. Cronkhite delightfully
Daniel Harnden has been working
recently
pur- them again before they return
to
motorist’s horn in the rear; also that
chased a piano.
Itheir southern home.
Mr. Ccnway entertained the following friends at
the general construction of the truck for C. H.- McKenzie in the hay field
U
whist
ednesday
prevents the driver from seeing any afternoons.
Geo. Allen c f Livermore Falls has joined his w ife this w eek and a fter !<>f
j,er Whouse
jguef afternoon in honor
thing in the rear.
Miss Bessie FnlFrank Haley and C. E. Parker were been in town
the pastweek on his |a few days’ stay, accom panied by h e r !
Mrs. Carl Beedy, Mrs. Frank
a* Long Pond over Sunday. They re
business of tuning pianos.
j Mrs‘ Conway wilJ retu™
their H oreyseck, M r s . Gltdden Parker. Mrs.
C a lls A uto Safer T h a n Horse.
port excellent fishing.
• Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Hamden with ;
in Pennsylvania.
J. ]
orrison. Mrs. Frank Davii,
“The automobile is the safest vehicle
Victor Binford of Mexico
passed theiir guests, Mr. and .Mrs. Samuel
that travels our highways today,”
A. G. Cronkhite has a very
at- Mrs. N. E. Butler, Mrs. W . J. Carter,
states the general manager of a popu through Phillips Wednesday morning Harris and little son Ward, took a
Hammond, Mrs. Stanley
Their auto trip to Rangeiey recently in
Mr. tractive window display, advert sfrig Mrs. F. M.
lar auto concern. "Our automobiles with a party cf four.
C rocker “ Ink-Tite” fountain pens.
are so perfectly controlled that they broke down on the way from Ran Hamden’s new Overland.
Blalsdell, Misses Ruth Austin
and
George Huff and G eorge Bean ti>ok Dallas V oter.
are even safer to the public than the geiey and they were obliged to stay
Dainty refreshment*
Roy
Atkinson
cn
the
staff
of
the
old family horse, who is apt to run in the woods over night.
an automobile trip to Berlin. N
H.. w ere served.
Boston Post, and formerly
Maine last Sunday.
away any time.
T h ey r
The
Misses
Agnes,
Olive
and
Lelia
?port
a
plpaaW
oods
‘‘Man
on
the
Job,”
was
in
Mrs. J. W . Brackett will be the
"Some excited people declare that Ross
ant trip, hut pretty
rendered a selection at the town Wednesday, coming up frt m
bad
road si a Aveek-end guest o f her friend. Mrs.
the automobile is a menace to the life
portion
c
f
the
way.
Methodist church Sunday morning, Farmington, where lie is spending his
and limb of the nation.
T h e y c o v e re d H. A. Furbish in Rangeiey.
172 miles.
“ Other pessimists presume that , which was appreciated very much by vacation.
Miss Mildred Perham of Bryant’s
swift-moving vehicles propelled by ( l-le alu^ eJlceSelden Keene took advantage
On Friday afternoon and evening
o f Pond, who is attending the summer
gasoline and driven by bloodthirsty
the excursion to Old
Mrs. Harry Batch elder and Mrs.
Orchard
of this week, the Epworth League Sunday.
villains are killing and maiming people Frank Worthley are at Long
, la st school at Farmington wns the guest
Pond Sewing Club will hold a sale on the
on a wholesale scale. These people •for a few days.
Mrs. Frank H ood and fam ily visit of Miss Kathleen Noble over Sun*
liave never looked up the facts.”
lawn of Harry F. Beedy, esq. This
day, kindly a< ted as Rcoomfjanist for
ed her sister, Mrs. Lai >
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Knapp entersale will consist o f useful articles,
e JvMJUtp-"] the ch oir at the Union church last
ton in R angeiey o v e r Sunday. Miss
II Sunday morning.
P h illip s, M a in e

now saves
over $25,001
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CLASSIFIED
id«

cent • word in advance. No headline or
'ther'display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

A competent housekeeper wMiea
i do general housework in a ainaJil
amity.
Has a boy 13 years old
c;om she wishe© to take with her.
•teiul an sw er to Mra. George Allen,
Vilton, Maine.

Fair-List” Propaganda
’Owners, yearly,
)000 on Tires

PROVERBIAL STITCH IN TIME
c’OR SALE.—A Remington pump 3050 cal. higli power, new, only fired
Offs P a in te r’s V ie w Is T h a t It Should
four times last fall and I got the
Be Renewed E ve ry Six M o n ths
leer.
Cost me $20.00, will sell for
— M eans M uch If O w n e r
(114.00.
C. F. Hussey, Portsmouth,
E v e r W a nts to S ell
tf. H.
M achine.
“Varnish is the overcoat which pro
S'OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
sound, acclimated horses. Both heavy tects the health of the paint on your
motor car,’’ said a Kansas City painter
tnd light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross. recently, “and the owner of a car
should no more be without the winter
LET me supply your table with peas protection of new varnish on his car
of the finest quality. Telephone your than he would venture out in a bliz
orders one or two days in advance zard without his’ top coat.”
To illustrate the correctness of his
wnen possible.
Henry W. Scamman.
Farmer's phone 3-12, Phillips. prescription he ran his hand over a
six-cylinder “ patient” that had just
come in.
FOR SALE—Cottage at Lake Webb.
“ Feel that surface,” he said. “It is
Price reasonable.
Address L. S. rough. You can see by looking close
McLaughlin, Weld, Maine.
that it is checked by little cracks.
That ‘overcoat’ is threadbare. The car
FOUND—Between Long Pond and has been sent out in winter weather
Madrid, brown and green plaid mack without protection for the paint. The
varnish is totally worn out.
inaw.
L. T. Hunter, Strong.
“ I told that man late in the fall that
be ought to have a coat of varnish at
WANTED—A cook from September
once. He did not seem to be im
18 to June 25. Address Maine Woods. pressed.
FOR SALE—Desirable house lots in
“ ’It looks all right to me,’ he said.
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
“It did look all right. There was
none of the cloudy effect then, but I
FOR SALE—Good pot atoe- at my knew that if he went into the winter
with it the color pigments would suf
storehouse.
B. F. Beal, Phillips.
fer, and I told him so. Now it will
take two coats of varnish and a ‘rubdown’ to tide him over to summer
and some time this season he will
I MADE FOR PARTICULAR PLUG need a complete coat of paint and that
will break his heart.”
j N ew W rench Recently Placed on the
A r.ew coat of varnish every six
M arket 19 Something M o torists
months, is the rule of this painter.
Have Long Needed.
His observation is that washing a
car will wear out the varnish coat in
Makers of spark plugs have at last about that time. This leaves the
‘ realized the importance of providing paint exposed to weather conditions,
! some sort of convenient wrench for and he declares that even the color
j use on their own plugs, for if there is pigments must have protection.
When the "rubdown” is needed with
j anything that is more annoying to a
motorist who wishes to replace a plug, the varnish, is when the paint has a
it is to attempt to do so with an or- rough feeling and a slightly checked
look. Pulverized pumice stone and
water is used. This breaks down the
rough surface and gives the founda| tion for the varnish, of which two
coats will be true economy.
Striping the scars is one of the deliJ cate jobs of the trade. Paint must be
selected to exactly match the old paint
and a fine brush is used, putting the
Spark Plug
W rench
Serving Tw o ( paint in the scar and nowhere else.
If it is mixed with a little varnish
Purposes.
' it has more gloss and is easier han
! dinary monkey wrench, which will not dled.
* ; fit far enough down on the plug, will
The coat of rubbing varnish goes
; not take hold as it should, and fro- on next, and is rubbed down smooth
j quently is responsible for the break with the pumice and water, and then
ing of the porcelain. The wrench il the final coat of varnish is put on.
lustrated Is made to serve two pur“If the car owner only knew how
j poses—one to remove the plug from much he could save in looks and in
the cylinder and to take the plug final costs by a little forehandedness
apart for the purpose of cleaning. he would never be stingy with the
Of course a w rench of this type must varnish coat,” the painter declared.
be made for a particular plug, for “ Most every car is finally for sale as
hardly any two plugs are the same all a used car, and it is the ones w-ith the
the way through. Socket wrenches ! well-kept paint that look better than
for use on plugs may be procured they are.
in abundance, but they can be used
“ Lots of purchasers never look a
only to remove the plugs from the used car in the engine, but in the
cylinders and to take the plugs apart paint.”
for cleaning another wrench must be
used.

Made as always--------—The same reliable Construction.^
—The same dependable Service;
—Nothing whatever taken out of,
materials or Quality, no t matter
what reductions in List-Price are.
ever made.
nconstruction) we have
bkfor such quality.
S!offer to Consumers,
faany Goodrich Safety
Pi-List” price-reduction
rah when cut open shows
rif layers of Canvas, in
iii compared with any
ude by us, and sold at
fa Goodrich “ Fair-List”
tirize any Tire-User to
v Tire Dealer, or Manuitonsumers, in their own
inof lowered quality in
■st as we have protected
trough our “ Fair-List”
i

UCH “ Fair-List” Propano now buys any make
flaves on each set of 4
us 34x4 Tires, of any
■ fair-List” Propaganda
[j Tires.
|g=—
i

—Every Car-Owner who uses 30 x
Tires, now saves,
through the Goodrich “ Fair-List” Propaganda, an average of
about $14.70 per Set of 4 Tires.
Other sizes in proportion.
The 1,623,555 Mate-licensed Car-Owners who use
Pneumatic Tires now save about 20% of what they last year
paid for ANY make and size, whether they be Goodrich or
competing brands,—equal to more than $25,000,000 per year.
And, don’t forget that this giant saving to Car-Owners
was never mentioned to the Public by other Tire Manufactur
ing Concerns until the Goodrich “ Fair-List” Propaganda made
it imperative that they extend the Saving to Consumers on
their Tires, or lose business to the Goodrich Co.
But, notwithstanding all this,—the fact which should
loom largest to TIRE-USERS is the contrast of 10% to 40%,
in prices, that still exists between the low price of the best
Non-Skid Tires (of fabric construction) that money can buy,
or the largest Rubber Factory in the World produce,— (to wit,
GOODRICH Non-Skid Tires) and all other “ responsible”
Tires in the field.
Compare prices and see!
Then, if you are not already a Goodrich User, do your
self (and us), the justice to buy at least one GOODRICH
“ Non-Skid” Tire.
Test that out for Quality, Mileage and Resilience against
any other Tire, at any price, which you are now using.
The result of such Test will cause you to wonder why
you ever paid more for Maximum Quality, Mileage, and
Resilience than the Basic price of Goodrich Non-Skid Tires?
THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., Akron, O.

WHEN HORN SHOULD BE USED

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES
Fresh atock of hose supporters, sus
penders, anm bands, belts, etc., at
Hoyt's Clothing store.
Sedgeley & Co.'s big bargain
in
their August sale is ladies’
knit
union suits for 29 cents.
Hathaway and Dill’s
cheeses at Toothaker’s.

domestic

Regular 40 cent chocolates, packed
each week for 29 cents a pound on
Saturdays.
33 cents other days at
Parker's Drug Store.
W e’ll pay you $1.00 for your eld
fountain pen, fer a short time only,
provided you buy a Crocker “ inkTite.”
A. G. Croutohite.
Beet greens, string beans and peas
at Bean's.

week
day afternoons only, for
delivery. is expected in Phillips next
Use his window card, blank side out for a visit.
Proprietor Hough of the Elmwood
if you wish him to call.
Hotel was in Portland last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Voter went to
A Big Bunch of Bargains. Better
Old Orchard on the excursion last
buy at C. M. Hoyt’s.
Sunday and visited their daughter,
A new line of Foster-Rich a,rdsen Mrs. H. F. Pease and family, who
Co.’s iron beds just arrived at C. are spending the summer at their
F. Chandler & Sen’s.
cottage at Ocean Park.
A nice new line of fly hooks - and
-Mrs. O. H. Hersey has been the
all other kinds of fishing
tackle guest of friends in Buekfiekl for a
just arrived for Phillips
Hardware week or two past.
Cc.
F. A. Cole, collector tor the Phil
lips Water Co., has been
in town
for the past few days.
He was ac
companied by Mrs. Cole and they
were guests at the Elmwood.
Guy Pope c f Danvers, Mass., is
Tko Rebekah degree was confer
red on the Misses Carrie Too thicker, passing a vacation at the Elmwood.
The 1913 Club will
meet this
Rtl.elyu Beedy and Mildred Kemp ton
lust Friday evening.
Refreshments (Thursday) afternccn with Mrs. F.
of punch and fancy crackers: were S. Haley.
served by the committee, Mrs. Eva
T h e Sabbath.
Toothaker and Mrs. H. F. Beedy.
A world without a Sabbath would
Hen. |H. B- Austin went to Augus
ta Wednesday by auto.
He was ac be like a man without a smile, like
a summer without flowers, and like
companied by H. H. Field.
a homestead without a garden. It is
Miisis Harriett Beers of Newark, N. the joyous day of the whole week.—
J., is the guest of her friend, Miss Beecher.
Dallas Yotor fer two weeks.
Miss
Beers is a teacher- in Madiscn, N. S U S B C R I B E
NOW
FO R
M A IN F

LOCAL NOTES

Water from the
Brogg Corner
Spring will be cn sale at Batdhelder ^
bakery.
Mr. Batch either will run a J- Miss Gladys Dutton of Springvale
team Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-

WOODS
THE

Keeping a Good Coat Will B
e
Found Greatly to Prolong
the Life of a Car.

AND

READ

ALL

LO C A L NEW S.

B racing the W ill,

I think it rather fine, this necessity
!
for the tense bracing of the will be
M otorists, P a rtic u la rly in C ountry D is fore anything worth doing can be
done, writes Arnold Bennett. I rather
| tricts, A re Sometimes C areless in
like it myself. I feel it to be the chief
T h is Respect.
thing that differentiates me from the
If the automobile horn is overdone nat b v tb fi fira
in the city such cannot be said to be
true in the country districts, remarked
a motorist the other day. Careless
ness in this respect is the cause of fre
quent narrow escapes from collision
and the public will find that it will be
necessary to improve these conditions
or serious accidents will occur.
Always blow your horn when over
taking another machine so that the
William F. Nye is the great
driver will know you are near, other
est
authority on refined oils in the
wise there is some danger of him
w o rld . H e w£jsthe first bottler; has
crow-ding you off the road. This is
especially true at crossings. And when
the largest business and N Y O I L
you do overtake him pass on the left.
is the best o il he has ever made.
If you go to the right there is a pos
sibility that he will decide, about the
N Y O IL
same time, to pull over to the right to
HAS NO EQUAL.
give you plenty of room to pass on the
Beware of scented mixtures called
left, and in this way you will be forced
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
into the curb or ditch.
where a light oil is needed. It pre
It is equally important when about
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
to make a turn to the right or left at
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
road Intersections to signal so by ex
your firearms and your rod. You will
tending the arm horizontally, the left
find it by far the best. Hardware and
arm when turning to the left and the
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
right arm when turning to the right.
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
It warns all in rear of you. An ounce
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
of prevention is worth more than a
W M . F. N Y E ,
pound of luck. Do not neglect to slow
down at grade crossings and look out
N W Bedford, M ass.
for a train.
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WITH GAME WARDEN ON
THE ALLEGASH WATERS
From North East Carry to Spider and Back Via
"
Ripogenus with Plenty of Water and
Little Grub.
Our party, consisting of Howard and for the next three miles there
current
so
we
Wood, Chief Warden for Piscataquis i is considerable
county, Melvin P. Munpliy, Deputy passed quickly to Warren Island and
Warden from Oxbow, Aroostook coun to the dead water for four miles to
Here we met a
ty, and your liumble writer, started Moose horn stream.
early on Wednesday morning,
the couple of guides from Chesuncook in
first week in July, from North East a canoe equipped with an Evinrude
Carry, bound for that great big out motor, and the ease with which they
of door country, where the band of slipped along made Murphy the war
inan lias yet to mar nature’s handi den from Oxbow, remark that the
work, known as ‘‘The Allegash.” state should furnish one of these
Everyone who lias made the “Alle labor saving devices to each of their
gash trip’’ is familiar with the North wardens but Howard thought that the
East Carry resort run by T. B. Snow, good old “ Maple Breeze” was pretty
which consists of a spacious hotel Igoed under all conditions.
Just before we reached Halfway
and several cabins for the accommodat ion of the many patrons who |House we ran into quite a thunefer
visit this popular place, also an out- ] shower and put in under cover
fitting store where you can buy any- J until it passed over, and then
thing from a fishhook to a steam- ‘ continued on to the old lumber
Hodgings,
boat.
This place is the starting \camps of Sutherland &
point for the many popular canoe j where there is a nice spring of water
trips into the great woods lying un and a shady place to eat.
It made
broken for many miles to the north, Murphy squirm to see
Howard
east and west.
Here we outfit and “ waste a perfectly good egg” in the
start for the Allegash, West Branch ceffee. He said the guides and war
and East Branch river trips, as well dens at Oxbow used to do that be
as to shorter, but none the less pop fore they learned better, but the egg
ular places, as Lobster, Pine pond, was wasted, and many after that, for
Caucogomic and many others. North Ithe rest of the party were convinced
East Carry is situated at the ex- j that it was worth it and could not
treme northeast end of Moosehead : s^e his argument.
In passing by
Lake, and may be easily reached by the Halfway House, I wish to say
the steamers of the Coburn Steam tnat this is the natural place to stop
ship Co., either from Greenville on and have dinner, being half way be
the Bangor & Aroostook, 40 miles tween North East Carry and Chesun
distant or from Kineo station on the cook, which is usually a day’s, trip
Maine Central, 20 miles.
either way.
The place is kept by
We quickly traversed the two mile Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hall and is a
carry cn foot, our canoe and bag corking good place to get a feed,
gage following on the canoe team. but this was our first day out and
This is a splendid carry road, cut in the writer was anxious to sample the
a perfectly straight line, and for “ Piscataquis Coffee” and the “ Sun
those who prefer it an automobile shine Wafers” bought at North East
may be had to whisk you across. Ar Carry.
riving at the West Branch, headwat
After dinner we quickly passed
ers of the Penobscot river, we put down the three mile stretch of quick
in and soon were underway on the water known as ‘ ‘The Foxhole,” by
first ^ 22 mile lap of the journey— Bis: Island and through Rocky Rips,
North East Carry to Chesuncook. We by Pine Stream and to the dead wat
had scarcely started before we sight er below, which is the flowage of
ed the first deer, and all the way Chesuncook Lake.
From here down
down the river that day we counted to Chesuncook or “ Suncook” as the
42, outt of a total of 110 and suc natives call the place, a fine view
ceeded in getting within a couple of cf Katahdin may be seen. Soon the
canoe lengths of a fine buck with a first buildings were sighted and the
magnificient spread of antlers, which first stop made at the Grindell House
o'1 course at this time of year were This hotel is run by Mrs. Addie Grind
irn the velvet.
When he saw us so
ell, who is also
postmistress and
near he bounded easily into the
storekeeper; she has a pretty little
v'oods, not seeming to be very much
place situated on the shore cf the
frightened, in fact all the deer we
lake, at the very bead, and is sur
saw seemed to be remarkably tame,
rounded by a mass of flowers of
but we wager that the first of Octob
every description.
She is always
er will find them in quite a differ
ready to supply you with a good
ent frame of mind, and at the first
meal, a bed or a picture post card.
sound send them bounding into the
As the duties of the game wardens
deep woods.
compelled them to make many more
We reached Lob iter stream shortly
calls, we regretfully bade good bye
to our genial friends and started on
about half a mile to the Chesuncook
House will ere we were to put up for
the night.
On our way we passed
the cemetery, where, we were told,
that many more people are buried
who died with their boots on than
those who went over the line bear
footed.
We take it that the place
is so
perfectly healthful that one
just lives on and on until something
or other of a violent nature over
takes them.

Nothing Better
than bread and butter —
when the bread is made
from William Tell Flour.
Nothing more w holesom e,
either, or a better food for
grow ing ^children, because
William T ell is made from
Ohio R ed W inter W heat,
richest in nutritive value.
Milled by a special process,
William T ell goes farther. More

loaves to the sack in addition to
wonderful bread making qualities.
(

2:1

William Tell
Flour
6.

H . M cK en zie T ra d in g Co.
P hillip*, Maine.

That evening as Howard had many
frienJds in the settlement, we made
calls and ended with a grand sing
at Mrs. Horatio Car,rick’s, where ac
companied on the piano by Miss
Marion, we sang everything from
“ Old. Black Joe” to the latest rag
time.
The next day, and nearly all day
Friday we were stormbound, hut about one o ’clock the clouds broke,
and
although the wind still blew
a gale, which compelled us to chart
er the good launch ‘‘Ripogenus’ ’ to
take us to the head of the meadow
on Umbazooksus, we started for Mud
Pond Carry, which is the watershed
between the rivers of the West
Branch and Allegash.
We left the
launch at the beginning of the dryki, and after forcing our way through
the channel provided by Ed. Ronco,
we started up the quick water of
Umbazooksus stream, and although
Howard told us we might stay in,
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Murphy, who must have had an at
tack of cold feet, insisted on walk
ing up the tow path, and walk we
did, or rather fought our way through
the swamp and alders arriving at the
dam to find Howard had been there
half an hour, dry and comfortable.
To make matters worse a
heavy
wind storm, came up and we had
quite a fight across the lake,
but
Ronco’s fire soon warmed and. dried
us, and after a hearty supper and
a pipe we turned in, hut not before
we had the pleasure of inspecting
several of seemingly tame deer that
roamed around the place and made
friends with the horses.
Next morning w'e waded across the
carry, with our canoe and baggage
bumping along in the rear, across
Mud Pond, down the small stream
into Chamberlain Lake, where the
white caps were rolling mountains
high.
We beat across the first cove
to a campground on the west shore,
had more coffee and sunshine, and
spent mo,st of the day inspecting
camps and grounds, picking gum, etc
There is a perfectly good set of pri
vate camps built here, but for some
unknown reason the party never oc
cupied them.
The camps are sitill
in excellent condition,- and with very
little expenditure could he placed
in first class condition.
It is hard
to understand how such camps came
to be unoccupied, for Chamberlain is
a beautiful body of water, and there
is an abundance of entertainment
for summer people in the lakes and
ponds which are easily accessable
from this point.
About 4 o’clock, although the wind
was still pretty active, we decided
it would be safe to cross the lake,
which we did easily in our 20-foot
canoe, and called at Chamberlain
Farm.
The zealous wardens search
ed the place thoroughly for contra
band in the shape of deer- meat but
were unsuccessful.
The philosophi
cal way iu which the people at the
farm took the search interested me
very much, for they were very pleas
ant, and after the search was
all
made, invited us to supper and gave
us a splendid feed, afterwards bid
ding us goed luck as we started
up or down the lake to the Lock dam
which at times turns the water into
Eagle and at other times turns it
into the Bast Branch.
A little ex
planation may be needed on
this
point.
Lolig before the lumbermen
were very active on the Allegash and
St. John rivers the East Branch lum
bermen secured a charter, ratified by
the Canadian and American govern
ments, to build a dam at the outlet
of Chamberlain Lake, and dig a canal
between Telos and Webster,
thus
with comparatively little labor, the
great lakes of Chamberlain, Alle
gash and Telos, together with their
tributaries and smaller ponds, would
he made to flow down the East
Branch, and then down the Penob
scot.
The water thus secured has
been used by the East Branchers
ever since.
Arriving at Lock Dam, we found
that the both gates were wide open,
and the Blast Branch people, having
water galore, were donating some of
the Allegash water to its own people,
so we had plenty of water and soon
ran into the lake which bears three
names, Eagle, Heron and Pomgoewahem, although it is generally known
by the first.
This lake is one of
the most beautiful I have ever seen.
About 55 years ago there was a
large dam built at the outlet of
Churchill Lake.
Eagle and Churchil
are connected only by a thoroughfare
three miles of dead water, so the
dam flowed both lakes. After being
maintained for several years it was
burned down, and all the flowage of
both lakes sprung up to poplar and
white birch which forms a green
fringe around a background of spruce
and pine. The dead trees have long
since wasted away and the shores
are clean and high, and the water
so very clear you can see the bot
tom at great depth.
I might add
here that this dam was also built by
the energetic East Branchers, who
came down the Allegash this
far
after the pine logs as well as after
the water, the Lock Dam at the foot
of Chamberlain being used to lock
the logs upstream—hence the name.
From the head of Eagle we cruis
ed down in the twilight, passed Pillshuiy Island and on to the
State
camp at Sandy Point.
Here,
al
though the doors had been unlocked
all winter we found everything in
order.
A notice on the door of the
camp bids everyone welcome, with
the request that they leave things

as they find them.
We noticed a cf white twine for a line, and al
number of names on the camp reg though they were jumping all around
ister of people who had visited the us, we couldn’t catch anything hut
camp since the wardens were here suckers. I guess they didn’t like the
horse flies we had for bait.
last.
On our way up Eagle we called at
Next morning after putting the
camp in order we sewed and hoist the famous Zeigler Camp, where
ed the state flag which will remain many years ago there used to be a
in place all summer as a welcome, farm, filled our jug at the spring and
and a landmark to the many canoe- succeeded in reaching camp in time
sts who come this way. Howard fired to avoid one of the biggest thunder
Hail
a salute of three guns while I haul storms that ever happened.
the size of
ed the flag to the top of the pole. stones rattled down
We then started on down
through marbles, making such a din that we
the thoroughfare into Churchill Jjake had to shout to make ourselves heard
It cleared off in the even
where we found fire warden Me- in camp.
Glinchy with whom we exclianged ing however, and we turned in early
news, looked for deer meat, and then resolved on a good start for a long
struck across to the mouth of Spider trip to Haymock Lake the next day,
stream.
Here we ate lunch, and as we had heard that a party of
after a vote was taken it fell
to fishermen, with a rifle for bait were
Murphy to take, the canoe up the camped up there.
brook, so Howard and I started up
Next morning we turned the bow
o v ‘ r one of the hardest trails that I of our canoe for Smith Brook,
en
ever saw iu or out o f the woods. route for Haymock, and as we were
He had blazed the trail out the wint poling up the falls we met a sud
er before, but the blowdowns that den increase of water and decided
had accumulated in many years since our party must be coming down, so
the trail was first cut were all put ashore and waited.
Soon we
there, and add'ed to these were many saw' the guides carrying their stuff
ponds formed by the recent rains. around the falls, so Introduced our
Everything comes to an end and so selves.
This party was on
their
did that traii.- Spider. Lake and the way cut, but while they had no deer
canoe was a welcome sight, but Mur- meat, they had a good string of
pihy insisted on being the “ sport” and. splendicl sqUare tails which
fairly
sat down in the middle of the canoe, ,made o,ur mouths w-ater after our conthinking he had had the hardest time timied diet of prune® and baked
coming up the stream.
Fair wind beans.
However they did not offer
and the “ Armstrong” motors
soon us any and after watching them out
landed us at the head of Spider to of sight Howard decided that we go
the sporting camps of W. L. Libby on up to their camp and look things
of Oxbow, and although there was over.
After the carry around the
no one at home we soon made our falls it was good paddling all the
selves comfortable for the night. way to the lake.
W e soon located
“ Murph” who used to be a guide in their camp, and while I was prepar
this section attempted to
explain ing the coffee the warden looked
how much grander this country was carefully around.
At first he could
than what we had beer through.
see nothing suspicious, then part of
In the morning we took good old a slice of steak was found near the
Murphy up Portage stream to the table that had evidently been cook
Mvmsungun Lake trail, and after say ed that morning.
Smiles of victory
ing good bye and promising to swap began to appear on the warden’s
stories for the balance of the trip, face, and when I picked up a large
he shouldered the two paddles he had slice of fresh, uncooked meat near
won at the Sportsmen’s Association the fire, the smile broke into a large
meeting at Kineo, and headed with sized grin, and when he found a dis
long strides, for the Aroostook river carded hunk of meat, enough; for a
and Oxbow.
We were sorry to lose dinner for half dozen woodsmen, with
Murphy for he is a good companian- the deer hairs in evidence, the grin
ahle fellow and an artist at wielding spread, all over his face and ended in
the paddle.
a regular guffaw.
Now that we had
Norw was the time when I,
who j the evidence the next thing was to
had been sitting in the middle and apprehend the party which had a
being the “ sport” was obliged to g e t 1good six hour start and headed south,
busy with the paddle we brought presumably for North East Carry
from the state camp.
I was thank-'and Moosehead Lake.
We hustled
fui that we did not have the wind through lunch and again headed down
to buck, for the paddle grew heavier stream, determined not to stop until
and my hands sorer
with every we found them, looked over a party
stroke.
The lakes were smooth as a we found fishing the falls, and the
mirror and we had it calm all the warden frowned fiercely on the gun
way back to the state ca ip at Eagle and axe found in one of the canoes.
Lake.
W e stopped at the old As we again entered Eagle Lake we
herse dam at the foot of Eagle to saw a deer swimming in the cove.
try for a few trout for supper, but W « paddled up to him, extracted a
we only had a plain hook with a hall
(C o n tin u ed on page seven.)
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greater the wear.
2. Does it metal foul badly?
Ans. It is no worse than other high
velocity rifles.
3. What is the penetration with full
jacketed bullets?
Ans. The penetration
with soft
point bullets is twelve 7*8 inch pine
boards; with full jacketed bullets fiftytwo 7-8 inch pine boards.
4. What is the killing range of the
25-20 high velocity cartridge?
5. Of the 32-20?
A ne. These are rather difficult ques
tions to answer since you do not say
what game you wish to use them on.
The range for accuracy of these two
high velocity cartridges is 100 yards at
which distance they are powerful
enough for game up to, but not includ
ing, bear and deer.

chatting a few minutes headed up started to join the army,
lie never
the lake toward Mud Pond.
About came back, the farm grew up and
10 o’clock we sighted another camp is mow a fine stand of timber and
fire and thought sure we lial closed Mr. Thomas still preserves the re
iu on our party, but no, we heard mains of the plow as a relic of the
ladies voices and going ashore found ol'i pioneer days.
Later in the afternoon we visited
two Greenville guides whom Howard
knew.
Soon the ladies appeared an' the famous Ripogenus Dam, where
introduced themselves, told us this the Aberthaw Construction Co. are
was their first trip out in the woods building for the Great Northern Paper
and they were just having the time Co. a concrete dam at the head of
This dam will be 80 feet
Of their lives.
The guides made us the gorge.
some coffee, fried some ham and po high and will furnish perhaps the best
tatoes and after we had had a good water power in the state, besides
square feed thanked our hosts and joining the lakes of Chesunccok and
Ripogenus, thus making one lake
started on again.
The warden w'as now sure
that some 27 miles in length, and storing
our party was camping on Mud Pond a vast amount of water for use at
stream, and we located this rather their paper mills in Millinocket.
Quite a settlement has sprung up
blind place by the songs of the frogs
Entering the stream we found that around this place and some 25 house:
our troubles had just commenced. are built and occupied by families of
T. E. L., Little Rock, Ark.
One of Newton’ s laws says that ac- ; jury to the barrel?
There is an Italian
I am in the market for a .22 repeat Now Mud stream is a perfectly good the workmen.
tion and reaction are always equal and
Ans. Lesmok or semi-smokeless er. I am now considering the Remiog- little stream in the daytime, but at colony there too, and after a feed of
in oppos’ te directions, which explains1give less wear on the barrel than ton or Savage hammerless shooting ' nighit with nothing but a bug light it spaghtti soup at their boarding house
why firearms from the gentle .22 rifle smokeless .22 cartridges.
Hollow short, long and long rifle cartridges, j i3 a very difficult proposition. How- v/e returned to d ie s uncook Dam to
to the muscle-pounding wild-fowl gun point cartridges aie of course furnish- The Remington has a 22 in. barrel, the , ever we got along slowly and about accept the hospitality of John Flint,
have a tendency to move in the direc ed loaded with all kind* of powder.
Savage 24 inch. Could this calibre be j half way up sighted the embers of a local game warden, who is stationed
tion of the shooter’s shoulder.
3. Are retailers allowed to sell new used successfully on geese, using the j camp fire and made out three canoes there for the summer.
If a rifle, shotgun or revolver were >rifles at less than regular catalog pric- long rifle cartridges? Which do you i drawn up on the beach, which w'e
Next morning we walked to the
supported directly in line with the axis es?
consider better, smokeless or black knew to" tlios^ of our party.
Our main road and intercepted the Great
of the bore, the barrel would recoil
Ans. Most firearms manufacturers powder cartridges?
passenger
automobile,
search nud ended, but we kept on to Northern’s
straight back and would have no excuse ; make a practice of publishing their caAns. As to a choice between two the old dam, across Mud Pcxid or which rums the round trip between
for jumping upwards. Revi lvers jump talogs with list prices. These list pric- j models—this is a matter for you to d
rather around it, for I am very sure Ripogenus and Lily Bay, and to
worse than other firearms because their es are subject to discount by dealers. cjde. Perhaps the best way is to lowe paddled as many as five miles be gether with 10 Italian reservists who
load is heavier in proportion to their This applies to the make you mention cate a few sportsmen who own these
fore we located the landing, and a- were called home to fight for their
weight, and their support ,is relatively as well as others
models and ask them their opinions of j
0!ie o’clock spread two extreme- country, started on the last lap of
so much farther below the axis o f the
4. What is the distance the .22 au them. 1 he .22 long rifle cai tridge w ill,
y r|n blankets on the wet earth 30 miles hack to old Moosehead Lake
bore.
tomatic will fire accurately?
kill geese. I do not recommend either and called this camp,
We called at Grant Farm,
We did not again.
Many sportsmen are under the im
Ane. 50 to 100 yards.
smokeless or black powder. The best sleep very much for a near relation bought regular tickets, which are
pression that this jump o f a revolver
5. What killing power has it? ,
powder is either Lesmok or semipunched and taken up by the dark
barrel causes the bullet to fly wild and
Ans. About the same as the .22 long j gmokeless, as it gives the most afeur- to Jack Frost, and many brothers of
M. O. S. Kilo were very much in evi complexicmed gentleman who drives
leads to the oft repeated statement by rifle.
i ate results with the minimum we|r on
Next stop at Kokadjo
dence, and at 4 o’clock I arose, and the car.
the fairly good rifle shot that he can’ t
j the bar
with the remaining copy of the Main wnere the mail is taken on and soon
shoot a pistol because he isn’ t able to M. H. S., Jamestown, N. Y.
__
____ we see the grand old lake and the
Woods and a few half dry twigs
man
hold the pistol fight enough to keep it
1. Is ihe .380 .38 automatic car B. L. J., London Mills, LI.
L
ged
to
get
encugll
fire
to
boil
oof[aged
to
get
enough
fire
to
boil
cof good steamer Louisa waiting to welfrom jumping and so spoiling his aim.
tridge as powerful as the .38 Special
I wan a n e o use on wo ves nd fee—Oxfbow
fee—Oxbow coffee
this
coffee
this time—ahd
time—ahd come us—and it is all over—the most
Now, in the first place, there isn’ t a and which has the greatest penetration
:n, with ou*
our never
never failing
failing stewed
stewed prunes
prunes j delightful trip I have ever taken, notman living who can hold a large calibre at 50 yards, also which is the most ac loxes in a we se ec comn..,
words, a gun o f power and range ;
breakfaSt.
withstanding the hardships.
T,h*
revolver so that it will not jump, and curate at 20 to 50 yards, using the otner
and yet comparatively safe to shoot 11
,
in the second place, the effect of jump special in a 4 inch barrel revolver?
have decided on 25 20 or 32-20 as the | After waitin« UDtil we thought our
wardens seem totake all thas as
on the flight of the bullet is small and
Part>' w<>uld be stirrin« about we matter of course and they do not
Ans. The .38 Special cartridge is gun that would answer the purpose.
is a constant quantity which has been more powerful than the ,380 automatic Which gun is the best in your opinion, |™a<le back across th« P°nd and walk-, seem to appreciate the great out-otcompensated for when the sights are cartridge. The .38 Automatic car the 25-20 ou the 32-20? Is not the 32-20 10(5 down to their camp.
They were doers, but it is simlPly
grand, t'be
put on in the factory. Therefore, if a tridge is more powerful than either, mere accurate than the 25-20 at radges getting breakfast and were very much great expanse of seemingly endless
man gives this excuse for poor pistol however.
As to accuracy, there is over 100 yards, and of course it would surprised to see us coming from the lorest, the chains cf lakes, ponds
pointing you are safe in requesting him very little dilFerence. The .38 Auto hit a trifle harder.
, “ other way.”
It did not take them j and streams, all or nearly all easily
to tell his tale to the submarines.
Ans. Either of the two cartridges long to decide upon settlement after ! traversed by oanoes, its fine hunting
matic pistol cartridge also has the
: greatest penetration. N txt comes the you mention will give results for they found cut that we had them an<3 fishing grounds, its miles and
A. D. H., Plymouth, Ind.
! .38 Special, and last the .380.
wolves and foxes. The high velocity : dead to rights, and after the matter miles of seemingly unbroken virgin
I have a rifle that is leaded. Can you
2. Has the .380 cartridge the same j cartridges in either size have, however j was adjusted to the satisfaction of forest, its variety of hills and mourninform ntt i( there is any acid or chem 4 p0^ r when used in any automatic pis- , very little accuracy over 100 yards. the warden we again bade them good tains presided over by Katahdin, king
continually in
ical 1 could tut in the barrel to eat i e t0] or 13 it more powerful when used in IThere is little choice between the two bye and again crossed Mud
pond, of them all, almost
lead out and not m ju.e the nfltns? It i some makes tha|, jn olhcrs,
walked across the carry', started Ed. viewr from one side or the other,
cartridges.
so, what is it and how long should it
where any
Ans. The penetration is the same in
Roneo after our canoe and turned in which makes a land
stand in the barrel?
|the various
sportsman or pleasure seeker can en
ous automatic
automatic pistols,
pistols.
for a snooze about 9 o ’clock.
Ans. Lead offers a very high re- j g
Will the constant compression of
About 2 Romeo called us and we joy weeks of W'oods life and still re
siBtance to the chemical action of the
.
a.
.
T .
the mainspring or the magazine spring
them
prepared a good dinner of the gret to leave.
various acids and alkalies. It is exten- •
. ____. . , ,
, ,
,
J. Soott Brackett.
. ,
,.
,
.
in an automatic pistol tend to weaken
confiscated
deer meat, and found im
sively used in various manufactures be- i(.
+ .
,
.
J . .. , ^
,
iit, or cause it to break or become unre
it
a
welcome
relief
from
the
fare
we
cause o f thisfact. There are of course I]jatj]e 7
S T IL L T A K IN G T H E LIN E .
the
past
T H E bad been living on for
W I T H G A M E W A R D E N OJM
several different chemicals which will j Ai18. It is best not t0 havc
week.
The meat was delicious, ten
ALLEG ASH W ATERS.
effect lead, but unfortunately all of the |sprinK under ils ful| |oad. per. ona| ,/
(Continued from page two.)
der and juicy, and we gave a rising
chemicals which will affect lead will af
summer mornings and even the
I have never had a main spring break
(vote of thanks to the good otLd State guides smiling, predict it will be a
fect in a much greater degree the iron
(Continued from page six '
in any o f my revolvers or automatic
1
is
tail
as
the
of Maine for the privilege of dining day without rain, eight motor boats
or steel of the barrel. The best way pistols.
few deer hairs from
so sumptuously.
to remove lead is to use a brass bristle
warden
explained,
‘‘for
additional
evi
with different parties, most of them
4. As a weapon of defense, which In
At 4 o ’clock we started back down wdlh their lunch to have a dinner in
brush. Brass is softer than the iron or
dence”
and
thus
having
everything
your opinion is the more reliable, ef
Umbazooksus, and after visiting all the woods have left the wharf dur
of the barrel and cannot harm it, but it
fective and hardy gun, the .380 autom complete, after we had carefully put
the places on the east shore of C'hes- ing the last few' hours going in all
is much harder than the lead and scrub
said
hairs
over
the
contraband,
we
atic or a 4 inch barrel .38 Special?
uncook Lake, arrived at our hotel directions.
bing the barrel with a hrass brush will
Ans. This is largely a matter of per made long strokes for the state camp
about 8 o’clock.
cut out the lead without harming the
got
supper,
put
everything
in
shape,
Mir. and Mrs. Norman Walker have
sonal opinion. If one is more familiar
barrel.
We were welcomed back by the
taken their row boat and from
with one type than with the other there across Eagle Lake again, lugged the
mile carry at the Tramway, and put good proprietor, A. B. Smith and his Haines Landing will hike it to Quimcertainly is no reason for changing.
“ Reader.”
sister, Eva, who keep the Chesuneoiok
5. Will the .32 or .380 soft nose bul into Chamberlain just as the stars
by Pond for an afternoon of fly fish
Will an autoloading shotgun shoot
House, and though it was long past ing.
let actually mushroom when fired from i were peeping cut.
and penetrate as hard as a pump gun.
sapper time scon got us a good sub
an automatic pistol into soft weed or
Bert E. Kimball the “ picture mak
We sighted a camp fire aborit 2
Ans. Yes, owing to the fact that animal tissue?
stantial feed with plenty of
real er’’ from Haines Landing came up
miles
cut,
over
by
the
mouth
of
the autoloading shotgun keeps the
cow’s milk.
Ans. 1 hey do not, and I would ad- Little Allegasib, and thinking
recently and took some beautiful
this
shell locked into the chamber.
In the morning we were overjoyed photographs of the camps and views
vise against their use as the full metal might be our party, we paddled over
jacketed bullets function better than there, only to find a guide and his to find that Walter Smith, and the around the island.
“ A Fellow Sportsman,” Milwaukee,
the soft nosed. The reason for their sport frying frogs’ legs for supper. good ship Ripogenus were going down
There is now a large company of
Wis.
to the foot of the lake on their reg
not expanding is that no metal jacket1. Is the Mode! 1903 Automatic a i ed, soft nose bullet will expand unless We were invited to eat, but we had [ ular fire patrol, so we joined forces guests being entertained and more
■-•re booked for August and all that’
seen so many frogs
looming into |
reliable gun for small game?
and bade farewell to the many friends is wanted by those fortunate enough
it hits the material fired at with a vel
i
Chamberlain
that
we
were
ashamed
Ans. Yes.
whom we had met at this quaint to lie among the pleasant' company
ocity of at least 1.400 feet per second.
to look a frog in the face, and after ;
2. Is the .22 calibre smokeless hol
little village.
is ‘‘more of the good old fashioned
low point huDet a good shell to use? I
About five miles down we pulled Rangeley days of sunshine,’’ which
A.
L.
S.,'Antigo,
Wis.
not, which w mid he best with least in
up to the wharf at the club house it look s as if had come to stay.
j What are the effects on an auto-load
and took on Ralph Brick, Chief Fire
ing shotgun from continual single shot
Warden for this district, and we
fii ing as in trap-shooting as against use
all had a pleasant sail down the
MAPS OF MAINE
i of autoloader with shells kept in magalake together.
I want to say right
D elay Invites Disease
zin.
Is the wear on the gun by single
RESORTS AND ROADS
here that this gasolene motor is aConstipation causes more sickness and suot tiring in this kind of a gun sufli*
way ahead cf the “Armstrong” type
suffering than any other one thing, and cient to discourage the use of the autoMaine Wood's has frequent inquiries
in many cases it is self-inflicted. Neg matic tor trap-shooting?
and will heartily recommend it every for maps o f the fishing regions of tha
state., etc. We can furnish the follow
lect to answer the demands of the bow
Ans. These models are extensively
time.
ing maps:
els for relief is one leading cause of
In the afternoon we visited Regi Franklin County
$ .5 0
constipation. Don't fail to respond used for trap-shooting where one shell
promptly to nature’s calls. Delays arc isJoadedata time, and owing to the
.50
nald C. Thomas, who has a private Somerset Courty
dangerous and invite disease. For your nature of the mechanism, the effect of
camp on the shore of Ripogenus Oxford Oaunty
Piscataquis County
health’s sake heed this advice. Always su ch , treatment is J u st the same as
Lake.
Mr. Thomas with his wife Aroostook Ccunsty
.50
obey nature immediately, and regulate
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
gave us a hearty welcome to his Washington County
.50
the bowels with "L. F.” Atwood’s Med though the magazine were used. It
1.00
icine. Then, constipation will not long will not wear out owing to one shell be
Offers room with hot and
cabin home.
He has been there for Outing map o f Maine, 20x35 in
Geological map of Maine
.45
threaten your health and life—you can ing loaded at a time.
cold wafer for $1.00 per day
some dozen years and tells the story R, R. map o f Maine
.3-5
and up, which includes free
depend upon it.
of
how,
when
he
first
came
up
there
Androscoggin County
.3 5
use of public shower baths.
W est Buxton, Maine.
I think “ L. F.” A tw ood's Medicine b a
.3 5
“ A Reader,” Poynette, Wis.
and cruised the site for his camps Cumberland County
great remedy. My father used to In- trouble 1
Nothing to Equal This in N«w England
Hancock County
.50
that he found an old plow in the Kennebec
with gall stone colic, but lias had no attacks
1. Will the .22 bi-power last as long
County
.35
since he commenced' using "L . F.” Bitters.
Rooms
with
private
baths
with
the
ase
of
metal
jacketed
bullets
ground.
The handles and woodwork Knox County
We find it to be an excellent bowel regulator.
.3 5
for
$1.50
per
day
and
up;
as bi-power rifles of larger bore.
wrere all decayed.
Later lie was Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties!
Miss M. W inona U siiek, R F. D. N o. 3.
.35
suites o f two rooms and bath
Penobscot County
Ans. I do not think so, mostly be
told
the
story
by
a
half-breed
Indian
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest
for $4.00 per day and up.
Waldo County
.3 5
store, or write today for a free Simple. cause tbe^22 calibre is much harder to
trapper of how there used to be a York County
A B S O L U T E L Y F IR E P R O O F
FREE.—“ Ye Okie Songs,” words and rrnisic clean than a larger caliore.
Usually
largo farm there before tine Civil
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
the wear on the rifling depends a great
3 outside yellow wrappers from the bottles,
War, that on the owner of the farm
Send for Booklet
J. W BRACKETT CO.,
together with your opinion of our Medicine.
deal on the velocity of the bullet. The
hearing, that war had been declared
STORER F. CRAFTS
Gen. Manager
“L. F.” M E D IC IN E CO .,
Portland, Me. higher the speed of the bullet, the
unyoked his oxen from the plow and
Phillips]
Maine.
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MEADOW LARK EATS MANY FARM PESTS

|

SOME AUTO NONSENSE
HUMOROUS

T H IN G S

HEARD

ON

T H E ROAD AN D E LS E W H E R E .

Lake Parlin House and Camps
A re delightfully situated on sh ort o f Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangfeley
Lakes, populaf thorough-fare for autom o
biles- being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius o f four miles furnish the best o f fly
fishing the whole season T he house and
camps are new and have all m odern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain clim bing autom obiling. etc.
H. P. M cK EN N EY, P ro p rie to r.

Write for booklet.

YORK CAM PS,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G

W h y M rs, C ra b sh a w W anted a C a r—
E xcu se fo r Exceeding the
Speed L im it.

“ Pa, what’s*a contretemps?”
“ I don’t know. I’ve never learned
the names of all these automobile
parts.”

Jackman, Maine

|

THE CARRY POND CAMPS
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations.
Write for circular.
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham. Me.

Crabshaw—You always told me you
hated motor cars. Now, why in the
world do you insist on one?
Mrs. Crabshaw—That woman next
door asked her husband for one and
he said they couldn’t afford it.

OTTER POND GAMPS

AT

J o h n ( jJa r v ille ’s © a m p s
at S p rin g L a k e

Are open to accommodate sportsmen fear fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me.

Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class, RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
On Rangeley Lake.
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake T horoughly m odem . On direct autom obile
route.
Tavern
all year. Lake View House
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. July 1 to Oct.
Best
fishing
and hunting. Booklets.
Blackboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Raugetey, M aine.
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.

B lak eslee

L ak e

C am ps

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
A famous resort for anglers and hun
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

iiifEST END
HO TEL
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland,
Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.

THE ATTEAN LAKE

CAMPS

Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, baili
n g and mountain climbing. Separate c s m a s W
all parties, with special accommodations foWBEhnlies. Sizteen trout ponds o f fly and bait fishing,
and a never end of rivers and streams.
Autom obile tourists wishing t® visit A T T E A N
CAMPS, may com e to Holden’ s Garage, one
mile from camp, .where m otor boat will meet
parties. Map and booklet o f m y territory on
request.
R U E L E. H O L D E N . Jackman. Maine
W ar or no war

Pierce Pond Gamps
Will be open on time for large trout and salmon
fishing. Best of reference4 furnished. Send
for circular. C. A . Spaulding, Caratunk. Me.

Go to
BLAINE VILES>
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS
Dead River,
Maine
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom 
modations, Reasonable Prices.
Special Sunday Dinners.
R oun d M ountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor.
R ound Mountain, Maine

To Let for the Season
COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE
Also motor boat. In the heart of
good fishing and hunting. Write I. W„
MITCHELL, Rangeley, Me.

PAGKARD 5

GAMPS

R an geley L a k e s
R an geley,
M aine
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
ridge and duck hunting.
Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps
The ideal place to spend your vaca
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec
tion. Write for booklet.
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine
VAUGHAN CAMPS
The Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known
as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by
me and are open for Fishing and H unting for
the season of 1915. An ideal family summer
resort. Telephone connections. A most beauti
ful climate during the summer m onths; cool,
even and invigorating. Finest Deer Hunting
in the State of Maine. Good Stream and Lake
Fishing. Prices reasonable. For full partic
ulars, address

FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
EU STIS.

-

-

M AINE

f

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. BOSt fishing region.
'Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

Crawford— lie says there’s nothing
in his life now that he can’t manage
very nicely.
Crabshaw—Naturally. He sold his
car when his wife eloped with his
chauffeur.
Creditor—You couldn’t go around m
your fine automobile if you paid your
debts.
Debtor—That’s so!
I’m glad you
look at It in the same light that I
do.

RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A R K E R . Bemis, Maine,

VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsiung begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO..
Upper Dam, Maine.

M eadow L a r k (S tu rne lla Magna.)
(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)

May is the month when the meadow
lark does some of its best work in
aiding the farmer, for that is when
DEAD R IV E R REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every the cutworms begin their career, and
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca this little bird devours them by thou
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting sands. It also eats many caterpillars,
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F , and in the same month these crea
tures form over 24 per cent of its
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
whole diet. Caterpillars which are
ground feeders are often overlooked
by birds which habitually frequent
IN THE RANGELEY REGION trees, but they do not escape the
Ants, wasps, spiders,
Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and one- meadow lark.
half miles from the railroad and three-fourths and chinch bugs are other harmful
mile from good auto road. Trout fishing, both
lake and stream. Rates $12.50 to $15.00 per week; pests eaten by this feathered friend
$2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For
of humanity.
particulars address
In 1,514 stomachs of the meadow
HEMON S. BLACKWELL,
lark examined, animal food (practi
Dallas. Maine.
cally all insects) constituted 74 per
cent of the contents and vegetable
CAMP PHOENIX
matter 26 per cent. As would natu
In the very heart o f Maine’s Best Fish and rally be supposed, the insects were
Game Region. I f you like to fish, the name
SOURDNAHUNK stands for all that is best in ground species, as beetles, bugs, grass
fishing, and Camp Phoenix is located in the very hoppers and caterpillars, with a few
center o f the famous SOURDNAHUNK region.
Lively fighting trout at camp door. W rite for flies and wasps and spiders. A num
particulars. CHAS. A. DAISEY, Propr., Nor- ber of the stomachs were collected
cross, Me.
when the ground was covered with
snow, but even these contained a
JONES’ G A M P S
large percentage of insects, showing
Moxie Pond,
Mosquito, Maine the bird’s skill in finding proper food
The finest trout and salmon fishing here for under adverse circumstances.
many years- Circulars furnished on application.
Of the various insects eaten, crick
ets and grasshoppers are the most im
portant, constituting 26 per cent of
ODANANICHE LODGE and
the food of the year and 72 per cent
NORWAY PINES CAMPS
now open for season. Fishing, vacationing and of the food in August. It is scarcely
necessary to mention the beneficial
Hunting. Peerless location. W rite
effect of a number of these birds on
CHARLES CAMPBELL. Mang’ r,
Grand Lake Stream, Maine. Washington Co.
a field of grass in the height of the
grasshopper season.
Of the 1,514
BILLY SOULE’S NEW CAMPS stomachs collected at all seasons of
the year, 778, or more than half, con
ON M1LLMAGASSBTT LAKE
Trout Fishing That Is Fishing. Post office j tained remains of grasshoppers, and
address Ox Bow, Me.
one was filled with fragments of 37
of these insects. This seems to show
Finest o f Salmon, Trout and Togue Fishing in > conclusively that grasshoppers are
Maine at
preferred, and are eaten whenever
TUNK POND,
they can be found. Especially nota
one mile from railroad. An ideal family summer ble is the great number taken in Au
resort. Telephone, daily mail. For full particu gust, the month when grasshoppers
lars address.
reach their maximum abundance.
MRS. SIMON BUNKER,
Next to grasshoppers, beetles make
East Sullivan. Me.
Tunk R. F. D.
up the most important item of the
meadow lark’s food, amounting to
25 per cent, about one-half of which
are predaceous ground beetles. The
others are of harmful species.
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE
Forty-two individuals of different
kinds of May beetles were found in
Under the management of Camp the stomachs of meadow larks, and
Abena. Good fishing, boating there were probably many more which
were past recognition. To this form
and bathing. An ideal place and several closely allied ones belong
for a restful vacation.
the numerous white grubs, which are
among the worst enemies to many
cultivated crops, notably grasses and
A . E. LAMBERT,
grains, and to a less extent strawber
Belgrade Lakes,
Maine ries and garden vegetables. In the
larval stage they eat the roots of
these plants, and being large, one in
THE ANTLERS CAM PS
dividual may destroy several plants.
In the fam ous Jo Mary coun try offers a firstclass chance to go for Fishing, H unting or Just In the adult stage they feed upon the
a Rest. It is an easy place to get to and has foliage of trees and other plants, and
Bust-Class accommodations. W e m ake a special
in this way add to the damage which
rate to summ er boarders. W rite for particulars
LEON E. POTTER,
they began in the earlier form. As
NORCROSS,
M AINE
these enemies of husbandry are not
easily destroyed’ by man, it is obvious
ly wise to encourage their natural
foes.
Opal Is Deadly Omen.
Among the weevils found In the
The superstition has come down the
ages that to find an opal is a deadly stomachs the most important econom
omen. It means that you have picked ically are the cotton-boll weevil and
up oomeone else’s misfortune. “Bet the recently introduced alfalfa weevil
ter let the stone lie, no matter whal of Utah. Several hundred meadow
larks were taken in the cotton-grow
Its value may be,” is an old adage.
ing region, and the boll weevil was
found in 25 stomachs of the eastern
meadow lark and in 15 of the western
S U B S C R IB E N O W
FO R
M A l ’N E
species. Of the former, one stomach
contained 2_I individuals. Of_25 stom
W O O D S.
$1.50 A Y E A R .

RED OAKS LODGE

Rosalind—Now, dear, wait here a
minute while I go into Madame
Dupe’s and select a hat.
Hubert—A minute, eh? Well, it’s
very cold, I’ve got to keep my en
gine running, you know, and there’s
only ten gallons of gasoline.

“ Kin you deny ye was exceedin’ the
speed limit?” demanded the judge.
“ No, I can’t, judge,” said Larrups,
“but I had a good reason, your
honor.”
“What was that?” demanded the
judge.
“ Why, my gasoline was getting
low, sir, and I wanted to hurry In
before it gave out.” said Larrups.

achs o f western meadow larks taken
in alfalfa fields of Utah, 15 contained
the alfalfa weevil
The vegetable food consists of grain
and weed and other hard seeds. Grain
in general amounts to 11 per cent and
weed and other seeds to seven per
cent. Grain, principally corn, is eaten
mostly in winter and early spring and
consists, therefore, of waste kernels;
only a trifle is consumed in summer
and autumn when it is most plentiful.
No trace of sprouting grain was dis
covered. Clover seed was found in
only six stomachs, and but little in
each Seeds of weeds, principally rag

Jones—That barber seems to be do
ing a rushing business.
Smith—Yes; he has Invented a hair
tonic that smells exactly like gaso
line.
Jones—But-er-I don’t see the point.
Smith—It tickles the vanity of his
patrons.
They go about smelling
of gasoline and this gives the Impres
sion that they own motor cars.

weed, barnyard grass, and smartweed,
are eaten from November to April, in
clusive, but during the rest of the
year are replaced by insects.
Briefly stated more than half of the
meadow’ lark’s food consists of harm1*1 Insects; its vegetable food is com- J
WEST FREEMAN
posed either of noxious weeds or
waste grain, and the remainder is
Juy 26.
made up of useful beetles or neutral
Tuesday
o
f
last
week
(the
20th)
insects and spiders. A strong point
in the bird’s favor is that, although our Thimble Club gave a baked bean
naturally an insect eater, it is able I supper at the Club House as a beneto subsist on vegetable food, and con fit for Rev. and Mrs. Leonard Hutch
sequently is not forced to migrate in ins of New Portland, Mr. Hutchins
cold weather farther than is necessary
having been a former pastor of the
to find grounds free from snow.
The eastern meadow lark is a com church here and held in high esteem
Mr. and
mon and well-known bird, occurring by all who knew them.
from the Atlantic coast to the great j Mrs. Hutchins are aged people and
The supper was most
plains, where it gives way to the very feeble.
closely-related western species, which generous in quantity and excellent in
extends thenee westward to the Pa quality as suppers at W est Freeman
cific. It winters from our southern never fail to he and was partaken of
border as far north as the District of
Columbia, southern Illinois, and oc by a fine crowd of people, some $15.
casionally Iowa. The western form being taken for the supper, which,
winters somewhat farther north. Al sum was increased to $17.50 by gifts
After the supper the
though it is a bird of the plains, and from outside.
finds its most congenial haunts in the musically inclined repaired to the
prairies of the West, it is at home church and enjoyed a sing. We not
wherever there is level or undulating iced our pastor, Rev. John Dunstan
land covered with grass or w’eeds,
and Rev. True Mitchell from Strong
with plenty of w’ater at hand.
“ Some Common Birds Useful to the among the guests, also our summer
li/is
Farmer” is a new Farmers’ Bulletin guest, Mr. Skinner, who with,
(No. 630) of the United States de family have been stopping at Benja
partment of agriculture, which de min Dodge’s remained over two days
scribes this and other interesting and to attend the supper of
which he
valuable birds.
spoke in praise.
We might add that the entertain
ment closed with, an
impromptu
LIMOUSINES MADE OF PASTE foot race, but as the race started
from Mr. Webster ’ 3 and was witnes
C o m po sitio n Used by F re n c h B u ild ers
sed by him only it can hardly ho
Is D eclared to Be a C o m plete
counted in.
The occasion of it was
Success.
that Mr. Webster felt constrained to
A firm of French builders recently stroll across the pasture to his house
has perfected a method of using what and nearing the barn was startled
is styled wood cement for making mo bv the violent wrenching open of a
tor car bodies, apparently with con door into a room in his barn, Where
siderable success. In using the mate he had 3, barrel o f cider-vinegar in
rials the exact composition of which
The door had been
is kept secret, the body is built of a the making.
light framework, over which is strongly spiked together as* the con
stretched wire netting.
The wood tents of a keg of cider in the room
paste is then literally plastered on ligd previously disappeared in a mys
with a trowel.
terious manner.
A sudden loud and
It dries quite hard in 24 hours, after sharp sound made by Mr. Webster
which it can be planed like wood, and brought the ^intruders out in a hurry
is capable of taking on a vnry high
and to Ms stern inquiry as to what
finish. The weight of the finished body
was
going on there, the race began.
is approximately the same as the
There lias been quite a little hoodweight of an ordinary w’ooden one.
we
One valuable feature of the con lumism. going on in this place
struction is that repairs are very eas are sorry to admit and several famil
ily made. In case of breaks caused ies stand ready to give the visitors
by collision, etc., it is necessary mere a warm, welcome.
A word to the
ly to plaster up the hole and refinish wise is sufficient.
W e want to see
the body. The material does not chip
no one hurt but in their case discre
nor disintegrate, is impervious to win
ter, heat or cold, and is quite Incom tio n will be the better part of rowIdyisim and all further trouble will he
bustible.
1 avoided.

j
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--------- !------------------------- — --------scratched and one mud guard bent. mobile bollrheslohe Toadls worth put
ting down. In the corn belt, about the
Fortunately no one was injured.
only road material we have, outside
Frank Simpson, who is working in
of our dirt roads, is limestone. The
Freeman for U. G. Weymouth, spent brick road is better in the end than
Sunday in town.
macadam, because it will endure the
Arthur Eustis, a clerk in Daggett strain of automobile travel. The ce
Services at West Freeman Well
W ill’s store, slipped while stand ment road is yet in the experimental
ing on the counter arranging goods stage. The gravel road is only pos
Attended—Other Items From
sible where gravel is near. Hence the
Mud fell to the floor one day last
great majority jof our farm folks must
Strong.
week, injuring his blip and
other- travel to and from the church and
ways being badly bruised.
He wras Bchool and nearby town over dirt
unable to attend to Ms store work roads.
(Special Correspondence.)
for a few days.
If the dirt road is first properly
Strong, July 27.— Mr. and Mrs. C.
Mrs. Dana Gray and Rev. John drained to take off the wrater that
V. Starbird, son Raymond, Mr. and
Dunstan have recently had the Farm comes in from below or from the side,
Mrs. F. W. Look and son, Berchard
if it is properly graded up and there
ers’ telephone put into their homes.
took an automobile trip to 'Eustis
There will be an Epwortli League are good, permanent culverts and
last Thursday and were guests
of
bridges, and it is then properly
lawn party held on the
Methodist
dragged, the dirt road is good enough
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Look at “ The Sar
church lawrn Friday evening of this for nine months in the year, and long
gent House.”
While there they en
week.
Ice cream, candy, etc., will er. If the above conditions are com
joyed a fine fishing trip.
They all
be on sale.
plied with, it is better during most of
returned Thursday night, but
Ber
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Cunningham that time than any macadam or brick
cbard Look, who returned Saturday
and daughter, Ruth of Auburn w'ere road that ever was built.
noon.
Some of our readers will say: “ Oh,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chand
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rowell, little
ler.
From, here they wrent to Phil you are singing that old song again.
daughter of Portland and Mr. and
lips and Rangeley, accompanied by You are talking about the drag.” Ver
Mrs. D. E. Leighton took an automo
ily, we are. In our recent trips East,
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler.
we have been glad to see that farmers
bile trip to Rangeley one day last
Miss Ethel McPheters of Skowhie- in Ohio and Pennsylvania are drag
week and took dinner at the Rangegun is in town visiting friends for ging, says Wallace’s Farmer. Although
ley Tavern.
a few days.
the drag is not as useful there as here,
All the schools in town will com
Dr. W. J. Trefetlien and children on account of the stones in the road,
mence Tuesday, September 7th, with
were in town Sunday and were ac they are nevertheless using the drag.
the following teachers:
Principal,
There is no use dragging the road
companied home by Mrs. Trefetlien,
Vincent Fowler Pottle, assistant Miss
who had been the guest of Mrs. D. until it has been drained and rounded
Clarise Flint of Farmington; Gram
up by the scraper; but after that is
E Leighton for a few days.
mar, Miss Harriett Smith of Phillips,
done, the drag is the best tool that
Ralph Starbird, Charles Richards,
can be used. Our readers who have
assistant Miss Dorothy McKeen; in
Allje Richards and Ned Tufts enjoy automobiles often find during the sum
termediate, Miss Bernice Morrill of
ed a fishing trip to Caribou Valley mer a piece of dragged road that is a
Farmington; Primary, Miss Helen
the first of the week.
delight; and then they run onto a piece
Pike of Livermore Falls; Taylor Hill,
Dr. E. C. Higgins of Phillips was a where the supervisors evidently had
Miss Marion Presson; South Strong,
professional caller im town Monday. no gumption, a piece of road that
Mrs. Rose Randall Guerry; Johnson
Next Tuesday, August 3rd, will be
Vaughan Putnam of Lowell, Maes., causes vexation of spirit if not inter
District, Miss Myra Savage.
Miss ! a union
Sunday school picnic, in wag a caller in town one day last nal profanity every time the farmer
rides over it. It Is enough to make
Francis Keen will teach music iu the |cluding the Methodist, Congregationweek, en route for Kingfield, where even a righteous maiv niad
village school one day each week as aiist and West Freeman schools, at
he will visit relatives and friends. .
One thing wfe want to remind you
usual.
the camp ground.
A picnic dinner
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Starbird, son of—that the longer a road has been
Rev. John Dunstan was in Phillips
will be served and a nice program Raymond and Mrs. Ralph Starbird dragged, the better it becomes. We
one day recently and called
at fihe enjoyed.
Swings and different am took an automobile trip to Solon Sun have never claimed that you could
Maine Woods office, where he was usements will be furnished for the day afternoon.
make a perfect dragged road inside of
pleasantly entertained by Mrs. Brack children.
Mrs. Hiram Hardy, son Fred Hardy about six years of proper dragging;
ett and her genial helpers.
He is
Quite an excitement was
caused and friend, Miss Allen from
Fall but dragging improves it from the
much interested in the Maine Woods Saturday evening when a Maxwell
River, Mass., came Tuesday night by start, and in time the clay of the road
becomes almost like brick, but at the
as
id e a l local paper.
car owned by Charles Ross of Phil automobile to visit Samuel Gilman
same time smooth and elastic; and if
Mrs. Fred H. McLeary of South lips collided with a team belonging
and family for i few' days.
the road be oval and well drained, it
Strong spent one day last week with to Earle Foster, which was hitched
Roy Lewis is moving his family in is an ideal road.
her friend, Mrs. Walter A. Bradford. in front of Fred Leathers’ barber
to his new' house, recently purchas
Our farmers who do not want to
Mrs. Gertrude Partridge Saunders shop. Mr. Ross and George Bangs ed of Z. M. Vaughan.
take their wives and families over
of Farmington was in town several were in the car and Mr. Bangs was
Orris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles humpety, bumpety roads, and make
teaching Mr. Ross to run the car. Richards has been quite ill the past them disgusted every time they go to
Loss of Vitality is loss of the prinevidently weut nearer the team week, but is somewhat better at church or to town, should see to it
ciple of life, and is early indicated by than he planned and hit the rear this writing.
failing
appetite and diminishing |wheels, which made a crash.
This
The services at West Freeman on
strength and endurance. Hood's Sar-; frightened the horse and a lively time Sunday afternoons is supplying a
saparilla is the greatest vitalizer— Ifollowed.
The wagon was eomplete- great need and by the attendance are.
it acts on all the organs and funet-1 ly demolished and the horse was appreciated.
There is plenty of
ions, and builds up the whole system.! scratched some. The automobile was room for more worshipers. Rev. John
Dunstan of Strong is the pastor.
All reads will lead to
Strong
Campground from August 13th,
to
22nd.
Look out for special informa
tion next wieek.

WAGON SMASHED
BY AUTOMOBILE

days recently, visiting relatives and
friends!
Dr. ahd Mrs. W. J. Trefetlien of
W ilton were guests of D. E. Leighton
and fadily last Friday. Mrs. Trefet’ .en regained until the first of the
week. \
Mrs. A. C. Robbins spent a few
days in Phillips last week, the guest
of Mrs. Mabel Hoyt.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Smith are en
joying a two weeks’ vacation with
relatives and friends in Farmington,
Winthrop and elsewhere. Mr. Smith
is slowly improving from his recent
illness.
Maurice Foster and party
from
Dixfield were in town Sunday with
his Cole automobile.
Miss Florence Herbert of Cambridgeport, Mass., who with Mrs. Nel
lie McLeary of St. Paul, Minn., was
visiting at Fred McLeary’s received
a .telegram from her brother-in-law,
Robert McLeary, stating that
her
sister was critically ill at their sum
mer home in New Hampshire. Miss
Herbert left on the afternoon train.
Her many friends regret her depart
ure.
Rev. Wilfred Harrison of Grey, will
exchange pulpits with Rev. T.
B.
Bitler at the Congregational churdli
next Sunday afternoon.
Arthur WitihereU went to Wilton
Sunday to visit his uncle,
Martin
Conmenly and family for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Luce aud Mr.
and Mrs. Elford Winslow spent Sun|day with relatives and friends in
|
Portlan<j
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window and any 10c tin
o f tobacco for 29c on
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday o f this week.
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BID YOU TRY OUR SATURDAY
CHOCOLATES?
Regular 40c grade, packed fresh each week for
29c per lb. on Saturdays, 33c per lb at other times.
%

SUNDAY

HOURS: 9 A. M. to 1 P. M.

5 P. M. to 7.30 P. M.

YOU ARE SAFE WHEN YOU TRADE AT PARKER’ S.

FLOYD E. PARKER
NO. I BEAL BLOCK

The

PHILLIPS, ME.

Store

July 26.
Dr. F. H. Badger, wife and daugh
ter of Winthrop and Mrs.
Walter
Gilkey and daughter, Grace of Far
mington motored out to Industry Sun
day and had a picnic at D. L. Bad
ger’s.
i t 7 . J A:>
»t
Adria,nce Johnson, who went West
Road A fte r Improvement W ith Top
50 years ago is visiting his mother
Soil Gravel.
and other relatives in Industry.
Mrs. Elsie- Collins and son are that the roads freeze up as smooth as
possible this winter. They should get
visiting relatives here.
out after every rain now, and drag.
“ Drag, brother, drag!” If another rain
comes, get on the road again and drag
DEPENDENCE ON DIRT ROADS some
more. Every farmer on these
dirt
roads
should see that his road is
T h e y A re of Much Importance to
dragged smooth before it freezes up.
Farm er and A re Good N ine M onths
Then there will be no trouble except
In Y e a r If Properly Cared For.
snow. Dragging won’t help that; but
For many years nine-tenths of the nothing else will, not even hard sur
roads in the country must be dirt facing.
roads. It is on these roads that farm
Poor Highways.
ers for the most part go to church and
Poor highways lessen the profit of
go to school. They are much more
important than the greater highways labor, increase the cQst of living, bur
of travel in the country. We have a den the enterprise of the people, dull
great demand for “ good roads,” mean the morality of our citizenship and
ing hard-ssrfaced roads of some sort, hold down the educational advance
whether brick, macadam, gravel or ce ment of the country.
ment; but we have come to a- point
now when it should be known to all
men that since the advent of the autoA S ustaining Diet.

T1RED,

A C H IN G
M USCLES
L IE V E D .

RE

Hard -work, over-exertion,
mean
stiff, sore muscles.
Sloan’s
Lini
ment lightly applied, a little quiet,
and your soreness disappears
like
magic.
“ Nothing ever helped like
your Sloan’s Liniment. I can never
thank you enough,” writes one grate
ful user.
Stops suffering, aches and
pains.
An excellent counter-irritant,
better and cleaner than mustard. All
Druggists, 25tf.
Get a bottle to-day.
Penetrates without rubbing.

PURE RICH BLOOD
PREVENTS DISEASE1
t Bad blood is responsible for more ’
ailments than anything else.
It
causes catarrh, dyspepsia, rheuma
tism, weak, tired, languid feelings j
and worse troubles.
H ood’s Sarsaparilla Has been |
wonderfully successful in purifying
and enriching the blood, removing
scrofula and other humors, and
building up the whole system. Take
it—give it to all the family so as to ,
avoid illness. Get it today.
F IS H IN G
(Special

AT

TU FTS

PO ND

Correspondence.)

Kingfield, July 27.—While Arthur
Woodard and Irvin Bailey were fish
ing at Tufits Pond Tuesday evening
of last -week, Mr. Bailey hooked a
big salmon abcut dark. It is thought
that the fish must have
weighed
fifteen pounds.
For hours the fish
sulked in deep water, only jumping
out a few' times.
About one o ’clock
in the morning the fish broke off
on a snag about fourteen feet below
the surface.
Bailey was using three
flies on the leader and could not tell
which one the salmon took. He was
using the Silver Doctor, Prefessor
and Black Gnat.
The pond
wtas
stocked seventeen years ago with,
salmon, the largest ever taken weigh
ed six and three-quarters pounds. It
was caught twelve years ago
by
Charles Sweatt of New' Portland.
Recent fishermen at Caribou Val
ley were: Saturday, H. R. MoKenney
who reported excellent fishing. Wed
nesday, Lee Gordon, Albert McMullen
Nelson Barden, William Gurley. The
last named went by “ jitney
bus,’ ’
Daniel Danforth as chauffeur.
B E A N — W OODCOCK
(Special

to

M aine

W oods.)

Kingfield, July 26.—Miss
Sylvia
Blanche Woodcock of Kingfield and
Rev. Jasper M. Beane of Buckfield
W'ere united in marriage Friday even
ing, July 23, at 8 o’clock at Far
mington.
The ceremony wras per
formed by Rev. C. E. Brooks of Far
mington a relative of the groom, the
Single ring service being used. The
bride was gowned in old rose silk.
There were present at the service
the parents of the bride, Mr. and
Mrs. H. Woodcock and daughter Mil
dred; a brother, Rev. Arthur Wood
cock and wife; Freeland Savage, Es
ther Savage, Barbara Benson. The
bridal couple left Kingfield Saturday
for a tour of New Hampshire and
upon their return Mr. Beane takes up
bis w'ork as pastor cf the Methodist
church at Buckfield, where he has
been preaching for four months or
since he was ordained.
This church
has a membership of 88. Mr. Beane
is also pastor of the Turner church.
He is the only son of Joihn M. Bean
and Christina Farnum of Rumford and
was educated at the Rum.fcrd schools,
Mount Hermon Preparatory school
and studied for the ministry at the
D. L. Mocdy Bible Institute at. Northfield, Mass. ‘ Later he ’ expects to
attend Boston Theological school.
The bride is the oldest daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Woodcock of
Kingfield and has always lived here.
She is a member of the Kingfield
High school, class of 1916 and would
have graduated next June.
The sincere good wishes of their
many friends in Kingfield, Rumford
and Buckfield are extended to the
young couple.
“ Left-HandedV Parrots.

Parrots seize objects with the left
claw by preference or exclusively, and
they have been found to make a read
ier use of the left claw for climbing
than the right.
Pow er of M u ltiplicatio n .

It is their astonishing power of mul
tiplication that makes destructive in
sects formidable. A single pair of po
tato bugs, if all their offspring sur
These are the enervating
days, vived, would in one season produce
when, as somebody has said, men 60,000,00b of their kind.
drop by the sunstroke as if the Day
of Fire had dawned.
They
are
fraught with danger to people whose P I M P L E S , S K IN B L E M I S H E S , E C 
Z EM A CURED.
systems are poorly sustained;
and
this leads us to say, in the interest
No odds how serious, how long
of the less robust of our
readers,
that the full effect of Hood’s Sarsa standing your case, there’s hlep for
parilla is such as to suggest the pro you in every particle of Dr. Hob
It - wipes
priety of calling this medicine some son’s Eczema Ointment.
th ing besides a blood purifier amd out all trace of your ailment, and
tonic,—say, a sustaining diet.
It leaves your skin clean and soft as
Hundreds of users have
makes it much easier to bear the a child’s.
heat, assures refreshing sleep, and sent voluntary letters of thanks. Just
It will mean freedom
will without any doubt avert much try one box.
from suffering and embarrassment.
sickness at this time of year.
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TRUNK LINE
MAY BE BUILT
Barn Destroyed by Lightning— Re
union Associations Invited to
Meet In Kingfield.
(Special Correspondence.)
Kingfield, July 24.—Mrs. A. R.
Brindley is at Wayne for a few days
visiting relatives.
Miss Gladys Dyer is ill.
Mrs. Lizzie McSwain returns to her
home in Eau Claire, Wis. this week.
Her mother, Mrs. Emma Wyman ac
companies her as far as Boston where
they will visit Mrs. Wyman’ s daughter,
Mrs. Lora McMullen.
A lawn party was held on Dr. 0. W.
Simmons’ lawn Thursday evening, July
22, by the Ladies’ Aid of Grace Umversalist church which was largely attend
ed and all or the ice cream and cake
were consumed.
During the severe electrical and rain
storm Sunday afternoon, Orie Kilkenney’s barn was struck and burned. Mr.
Kilkenney saved his horses, harnesses
and wagons. More than half of the
season’s hay had been cut. The loss
on the barn was partially covered by
insurance in the New Portland Mutual
Fire Insurance Co. for $200.
The executive committee for the
Kingfield Centennial wish to extend a
very cordial invitation to all families to
hold their reunions in Kingfield in 1916.
Please have the dates of the Reunion
correspond with the dates of the Cen
tennial, which is to be held Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Au
gust 16, 17, 18, 19, 1916.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Sanborn autoed
to Weld and Bethel recently and called
on relatives and friends.
It is expected that a Trunk Line
will be built by the Farmer’s Co
operative
Telephone Co., between
Kingfield and New Portland.
This
will greatly aid the telephone service
between Franklin and
Somerset
counties, as Line 4 has been very
heavily loaded.
Part of the sub
scribers cn Line 4 who live in East
and West New Portland are to be
wired back to New Portland. This
will leave Line 4 with only a nor
mal load.
John Dclibier accompanied Rev. A.
H. Carville and family tc Farmington Wednesday.
They went by autp.
Misis Faye Mit obeli of Strong has
been visiting her uncle, L. L. Mitch
ell for the past week.
On Tuesday evening, July 27, the
members and friends of the Free Will
Baptist church will tender a recept
ion to their pastor, Rev. A. G. Mur
ray.

MAINE

WOODS,

Orris M. Vose and wife of Madrid
were at Mrs. Selina Vose’s Sunday.
Mrs. Laura Gilman of Wilton is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Estelle Tufts
H. E. Tar.r, who has been visiting
Wm. Farrar at. Farrar cottage, Tufts
Pond returned to his home in Lowell,
Mass., Wednesday afternoon.
Mt . and Mrs. Lucas Qf Lynn, Mass.,
friends of Ralph Simmons, are board
ing at F. A. Frost’s.
W. B. Small and wife of Farmington and George French and wife mot
ored to Jackman this week to visit
Charles Jacks-on.
Mrs. O. M. Vo-se
of Madrid accompanied them as far
as Caratunk, where she is visiting
her father, Mr. Williams.
Charlie Dclbier, aged 14, has been
acting a-s chauffeur for Dr. O. W.
Simmons for the past week, while
making his calls about town.
He is
the youngest chauffeur in the coun
ty so far as known.
Dr. Simmon’s
car is a heavy Maxwell.
Mbs. Emma Hodgman of Phillips is
visiting Mrs. Charles Chamberlain.
Mrs. Brackett and mother and Miss
Eleanor Weeks of Massachusetts are
guests at the Kingfield House.
At the regular meeting of the Py
thian Sisters Wednesday evening,
July 21, there were 17 members pre
sent. It was voted to install elec
tric lights right away.
The follow
ing committee was ch-csen: Chairman
H. R. McKenney, Charles Hodgman,
Wiseman McKenney, Alice
Durrell
and Blanche Small. Refreshments of
strawberry shortcake were ’ furnished
by Jennie Vose, Susie Hodgman and
Carrie Durrell.
C. D. Lander and wife were in
Farmington the first of the week.
Dr. E. L. Pennell of Auburn spent
the week-end with his family at
their cottage on the farm in New
Portland.
Louis Landers, son of W. V. Land
ers of West Newton, Mass., is visit
ing his grandmother, Mrs. Martha
Landers and uncle, C. D. Landers.
Mrs. Florrie Simmons and grand
son, Clifton Ph illips, wh o have "been
in Lowell, Mass., for several weeks
returned heme last Saturday.
Mrs. Ella Standish of Farmington
and Mrs. Fannie Witham of New
Portland are visiting at A. R. Henderfeon’s.
The Peerless orchestra played for
a dance at Rangeley Monday even
ing.
Lee Lufkin is at home for a short
time.
Alvin Glidden of Canaan was ar
rested Monday for killing deer in
close season by Game Warden Veo
Small.
He was brought before trial
justice 0. C. Dolbier and fined $40
and costs, amounting to $50.
Ralph. Simmons and wife of Somer
ville, Mass., are visiting his parents-,
Dr. and Mrs. O. W. Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Potter, who
have been in Kingman visiting for
two weeks, returned home Saturday.

Mrs. George B. Oliver of Holyoke,
Mass., is visiting her. cousin, Mrs. H.
P. Durr ell.
Mrs. George Townsend
returned
Tuesday from a visit
of a month
with her daughter, Mrs. Edward Dix
on of Bangor.
Mrs. C. E. Chamberlain, is in Far
mington caring for her mother-in-law,
Mrs. W. H. Chamberlain,
tvho has
recently returned from
a Western
Kingfield, July 27.
Mr. Esten, pastor o f the Grace (Jr itrip taken with Mr. Chamberlain. She
is new suffering from
a sprained versalist church has set on foot in town
a movement that will do much good for
ankle which occurred in California.
Mrs. Lillian Niohols of Salem, who the boys and young men of the town.
has been teaching at Windham for He is organizing a troop of Boy Scouts.
the past year is visiting at her broth Saturday afternoon all the boys who
had heard of the meeting to consider
er’s, J. M. Dolbier.
the
formation of a Boy Scout Troop,
L. P. Hosley was called
away
gathered at the vestry, where they
Sunday by the serious illness of bis
were informed as to what the require
mother.
We are glad tc report that
ments are for becoming a tenderfoot.
she is better.
After the meeting there was a hika,
Mr. and Mrs. WiTard Whitten cf
with Mr. Esten as scout master, during
New Portland were at E. E. Tuft’s j which games and swimming were en
Sunday.
joyed.
Misses Merle and Angie Berry of
Tuesday evening examination in knot
New Portland were the guests of Mr. tying. Scout law, sign and salute, com
and Mrs. L. N. Wyman over Sunday. position of and history of the United
Nelson Barden will teach at tire States Flag, and the meaning of the
Center school, Lexington this fall. Scout Badge were held at the ves
The school c-pens August 2.
try.
The following passed and hav
Rev. A. H. Carville and family of ing taken the Scout’s Oath became
Scuth Windham are visiting friends members of the Bey Scouts in the
in Kingfield, Salem and New Port 'Tenderfoot class.
Batrol No. 1_
land.
Mr. Carville was the pastor Asa Small, pat.rcl leader; Earle Jam
of the Free Baptist church in this eson, Johnnie Dolbier, Clifton Phil
town several years ago. He now holds lips, Kendrick Libby.
Patrol
No.
the position of District Superintend 2 Arthur French, patrol leader; Van
ent of Public schools.
The towns ghan Huse, Warren Eldrddge, Frank
of Windham and Raymond are in ie Themas, Clifford Stevens, George
the district.
Winter.
The two who ranked high
Jasper Beane cf Rumford was in est in the examination were chosen
town the first of the week.
Patrol Leaders.
The as-sistant-patrcli
Charles Sawyer of Farmington was leaders of- the two patrols are to be
in town Monday.
chosen later.
Mrs1, Lizzie McSwaiin is visiting
Olie Hiam-sccm, a first-clasis scout
her mother, Mrs. Emma Wyman and f nm Stratton, aided much in giving
brothers, S. J. and L. N. Wyman.
the examinations and will fill the of-

BOY SCOUTS
ORGANIZED

PHILLIPS,
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EXTRA CARE AND FEED FOR YOUNG COWS

]
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brother, Wm. Mitchell and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Taylor were
guests o f the latter’s parents a few
idays thiiis week.
Mrs. Leroy Hinckley and Mrs. Al
ton Davenport of Dryden were re
cent guests of their sister, Mrs. Al
bert Sedgeley and family.
Dr. L. K. Thayer and wife of Sa
lem, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Dunham of Madrid were
Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Moores.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Erskine were
callers at Chas. Hutcliin’s last Sat
urday, coming in tlreir auto.
Their
daughter, Mrs. Evan Hutchins and
friend, Miss Stella Hutchins accom
panied them to their home in Jay
for a short visit.
Miss Marion Sargent, who- has been
visiting on the Hill has returned to
lier home.

IP

No. Franklin
Prize -W in n in g E n g lish Shorthorn.

The making of a gopfl dairy cow be
gins with the calf. Heifers designed
for the dairy should have the very
best of care from the day they are
bora until they begin to do service
in the dairy. We too often forget
that the young cow in her first year
of milking has not reached her full
growth and therefore needs extra feed
and-care to make up for the tremen
dous drain upon her system.
If dairy heifers are not bred until

they are three years old, care should
be taken that they do not lay on too
much- fat, as after that time they
freshen up rapidly whenever heavily
fed. The good dairy cow, however,
seldom gets too fat.
Sometimes cows are condemned as
being of no use in the dairy, when
the only trouble is they are sour.
Every cow should have a fair chance.
That means that she should be well
fed.

Marble Works
Phillips, Maine.

Monuments, Headstones,
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
and
Cemetery Work of all Kinds

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.
PHILLIPS

fice of assistant-scout master for a issues were' distributed in this way
their purpose in many cases would
-short time.
be defeated. The primary object ol
The Scouts will camp out in the the county highway bond issue is tc
open Friday afternoon and night and build county market roads and not
Saturday forenoon.
All boys and to improve city streets, although a
young men between the ages of 12 high percentage of the assessed valw
and 18 are invited to join.
It is atiou may be city property. It is now
-hoped that a large number will do known that the expenditure of city
taxes on county roads is a sound prin
so.
Fcur more members are needed ciple and that it is one of the besl
tc complete the two patrols already features of state aid for highways.
formedAnyone who wishes to be In Massachusetts the city of Boston
come a Boy Scout should see the pays possibly 40 per cent of the to
tal state highway fund, but ‘not 8
Scout Master Mr. Esten.
mile of state-aid highway has been
built within its limits. New York city
BENEFIT OF GOOD HIGHWAYS also pays about 60 per cent of the
cost of the state highway bonds. Some
state laws prohibit the expenditure of
M ain Market Roads Reach M a jo rity of
proceeds of state highway bonds with
Producing A reas and W hen Im
in corporate limits of cities or towns.
proved Land V alues Increase.
The improvement of market roads
The road-building specialists of the results in improved marketing condi
United States department of agricul tions, which benefit the city.
Most
ture in bulletin No. 136, entitled eitjt-s are essentially dependent upon
“ Highway Bonds,” have the following the surrounding country for their prosto say about the benefit of a well-con perity and development. The devel
structed highway to property owners opment of suburban property for res
whose property is not directly on the idence purposes is, also dependent
road to be improved:
upon highway conditions, and it is
In planning the highway system or becoming evident yearly that what
the main market roads it will be found ever makes for an Increase in rural
necessary to omit many roads the im population must be encouraged. Since
provement of which is greatly desired the introduction of motor traffic coun
by abutting landowners. The fact that try highways are used to an increas
such property holders must pay a tax ing extent by city residents. In fact,
for the bond issue is only an apparent the cost of maintaining many country
injustice, for if the highway system highways has been greatly increased
is well planned the entire county will by the presence o f city-owned motor
feel the benefits of the improvement. vehicles. The general advance in fa
As a rule, main market roads reach cilities for doing country business
the majority of producing areas, and from town headquarters when roads
when they are improved all land val are improved is no inconsiderable fac
tor in the commercial life of the com
ues tend to increase.
The fact that cities and larger munity.
towns are frequently taxed for bond
issues to build highways outside of
their own limits is sometimes made a
TORY HILL

-

A ll. orders by mail
promptly attended to.

ME.
or in person

Phillips
Hardware Co.
€
h e a d q u a r t e r s fo r e v e r y th in g
in the h a r d w a r e line
Lumbermen's

and

Blacksmith’s

Supplies, Doors, W indow s, Stoves,
Tinware, Plumbing G oo d s, Sport
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
Mu resco, Gasoline, Cylinder O il,
Automobile Supplies, etc.
W e buy for the lowest spot cash
prices and give our customers the
benefit o f the same.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,
Pillows.
ALSO

Furniture of All Kinds

C. F. Chandler & Son,
Phillips,

-

Maine

and
STRONG - MAINE.

E. C . H ig g in s , M . D .

July 27.
Office over National Bank.
Mr. and Mrs. Nahaniel Willard of
„ '
Maine
West Freeman visited Mr. and Mrs. Phillips,
W. W. Mitchell Thursday of
last Both 'Phones
week.
Mrs. Wm. Moores, who has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Emery
Mcore and family in South Strong,
returned home Wednesday of last
week.
She was accompanied by her
grandson, Leon Moore, wl o will visit
his grandparents and ether relatives
for a time.
/
Frank Mitch ell is the guest cf bis

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
the antiseptic powder
for the instant relief o f painful, smart
ing, tender, nervous feet. It takes the
sting out of corns and bunions. Simply
shake the contents of one of the smail
envelopes in each shoe. Over 100,000
packages are being used by the German
and Allied troops at the front. Sold
everywhere, 25c.

J. BLAINE MORRISON

A tto rn e y
Beal B lo ck . P h illip s

-

at - Law
F ire and L ife Insnrane

Dr. W . J . Carter,
DENTIST .
Hours 8 to 12, 1 to 4.
appointment.

Evenings b

Allen s Foot-Ease,

Improved

Road

in the W oods.

point of debate in bond elections. It
i3 argued that because a lnrge part of
the county wealth is within the cor
porate limit of such cities and towns
highway bond money should also be
used to construct their streets. It is
even urged that the expenditure
should be made proportionate to the
assessed valuation within the city lim
its. If the proceeds of highway bond

5000 Cords
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulj
wood wanted, delivered at any statie
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R . F
between Farmington and Rangeley an
between Strong and Salem.

A. W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me

Call at the Phillips Home Bakery for your fresh bread
cookies, cakes, cream puffs, pies, doughnuts and hot rolls.
Quick lunches served at all times. Board and lodging bv th
day or week.
J
We also carry a good line of confectionery, cigars and col
drinks.
Farmers' ’ Phone 18-22-

H. E , B A T C H E L D E R , P h i l li p s , M e ,

M A IN E

A DELIGHTFUL
TRIP IN THEIR REO
(Special

to

M aine

WOODS.

PHILLIPS,

----- ------ -j
JL- —
Sebago Lake, Panther Pond, Cryst
al Lakd and Lake Auburn. We ar
rived hfme at seven o’clock having
made 153 miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Troublesome.

M A I N E , J U L Y 29, 1915.
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PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS ABOUT PLOWING

P le n ty

W oods.)

Riverton, July 15—We were invit
REED’ S M ILL.
ed to take a pleasure trip with Percival Bailey and Miss Daisy Bailey
tn their fine Reo auto,
and, the
July 26.
morning being fine, we were well on
There was a good attendance at
our way at seven o ’clock.
There Ichurch Sunday and the sermon by
is beauty in this world of ours. In our “Girl Preacher,’ ' Miss Lillian
looking throughout Nature we see Leathers was Listened to with a
its impress everywhere.
Beautiful great deal of interest. The subject
green fields, flowers of every tint was ‘‘the Gospel of the Second
along the roadside from which there Mile.”
The Sunday school was also
is a breath of fragrance as we pass. well attended and the interest seems
Stopping a moment we listen to the to be on the gain.
The evening
murmuring of the streams as they meeting was one of unusual interest
skip joyfully and swiftly along and and the attendance was good. Miss
a little farther on terminate in a Leathers gave us a very impressive
tiny waterfall, of which there was talk, the subject being, “ Other Little
a snap shot taken. Then on a mile Boats.”
or two, and vje came into full view
W e are glad to report that Mrs.
of the White Mountains in the misty
Clara Hardy, who has been so ser
distance, and so on through
the iously ill is gaining.
During her
day there were beautiful
views,
!,lness she was the recipient of
fine farms, pretty villages,
grand
many postcards for which she feels
old homesteads, valley and hill, wind
very grateful to her friends. Many
ing river and sparkling lake.
of her friends showed their interest
From our home, Riverton, we go in her by calling, among which are
to Highland Lake, Windham, North Madams Elvira Wing, Minnie Kin
Windham, Raymond, South Casco, ney, Ida Hathaway. Sarah Well'S and
Naples, Bridgton, here we called
at Ida Webber, also Misses Lillian
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ed. Leathers and Hazel Webber.
Mr.
Flint. From Bridgton to Bolster’s and Mrs. Herman Sargent were also
Mills, Harrison, where we
called callers.
Mrs. Webber brought love
upon Mr. ALmore Haskell, and
his ly flowers and a basket of luscious
daughter, Mrs. James Stone.
Left |strawberries.
Mrs. Hardy wishes to
here at 9.30 for Norway and Paris, express her thanks to
her many
called at the home of Leon Longley, friends for their kindness to her
Norway. From there to Hebron Acad during her illness.
emy, Hebron Station, WTest Minot,
W e now have two organized class
West Auburn, North Auburn, calling
es in our Sunday school. The Young
at the home of Frank Bailey.
People’s class taught by Miss Leath
Our next stop was at Lake Grove, ers has the following officers: Pres.,
East Auburn. Then Auburn, Lewis Clifford Wing; Vice Pres., Elmon Ty
ton, Sabattus. Here we ate our ler; Sec. and Treas., Arline
Dun
lunch on the banks of Sabattus Riv ham; Lcokcut Committee,
Thelma
er. From here to Lisbon, Lisbon Sargent, Gladys Tyler, Wilson Sar
Falls, Topsham, Brunswick,
Free gent.
The Adult class has the fol
port, Yarmouth, Falmouth, Foreside, lowing officers:
Pres., F. H. Hatha
North Deering, Riverton. Following way; Vice Pres., Charles Prescott;
are the lakes and ponds that
we Sec. and Treas., Ida Hathaway;
saw:
Duck Pond, Pettengill Pond, Lookout Committee, Charles
Pres
P R O B A T E N O T IC E S .

At, a Probate Court held at Far
mington, in and for the County of
Franklin, on the third Tuesday of
July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and fifteen,
the following matters having been
presented fcr the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
ordered:
That notice thereof be
given to ail persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in
the Maine Woods, a newspaper pub
lished at Phillips, in said Coun
ty, that they may appear at a Pre
bate Court to he held at said Far
mington, on the third Tuesday of
August, A. D. 1915, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and be heard thereon
if they see cause.
*
David B. Abbott, late of Ran gel ey,
deceased.
Petition for license
to
sell real estate presented by E. E.
Richards, administrator.
Hiram A. Barker, late of Phillips,
deceased.
First account of J. Blaine
Morrison, trustee for George L. Bark
er alias Leroy G. Barker.
Willard T. Beedy, late of Phillips,
deceased.
The second and
final
account of administration
presented
by J. Blaine Morrison, administrator.
Thaddeus R. Barker, late of Phil
lips, deceased.
The second and
final account of administration pre
sented by J. Blaine Morrison, executcr.
Sarah E. Hoar, late o.f Rangeley,
deceased.
Ti e first account of ad
ministration presented by Linton E.
Hoar, administrator.
Edwin F. Morrison, late of Rangeley, deceased.
The first account of
administration presented by H. A.
Furbish, administrator.
J. H. Thompson, Judge of said Court.
A true copy.
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register.
N O T IC E .

The subscriber hereby gives notice
that he has been duly appointed ad
ministrator of the estate of Jonathan
Dill late of Weld in Yhe County of
Franklin, deceased, and given bonds
as the law directs. All persons havin
demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pay
ment immediately.
Fessenden S. Schofield.
June 15, 1915.

cott, Minnie Kinney, Ida Hathaway.
Miss Lillian Leathers, the “ Girl
Preacher” will speak in the chapel
at W est Phillips Sunday, August 8,
at 3 o'clock p. m.
Miss Lillian Leathers is attending
the missionary educational conference
at Ocean Park this week.
Mrs. Sarah Pomeroy, who makes
her home with her daughter, Mrs. F.
II. Hathaway, is now visiting her
son in Chesterville.
She made the
trip to Farmington alcne where she
was met by her son with an auto.
She is very smart and active
for
one in her 96th year.
A solo, ‘‘Face to Face,” was sung
in a very pleasing manner by Mrs.
Milford Dunham.
There will
be
special music next Sunday. Remembd£ the hour, 10.30 a. m.

EUSTIS
July 26.
Miss Nona Dyer of New Portland
visited her cousin.,
Warren
Dyer
cne day last week.
She has gone
to Stratton to visit her uncle, Leop
ard Dyer.
Miss Olive Taylor has gone to
jNewiport to visit friends.
Miss Georgia Smart has finished
her school at Chain cf Ponds and
has come out and gone to Dexter to
visit, relatives.
Her brother, Lloyd
went with her.
Mrs. Pratt has finished working at
Warren Dyer’s and has returned to
her home at New Portland.
C. E. Leavitt was home from Strat
ton a few days last week, but has
returned to his work tills week.
Mrs. Charles Green and daughter,
Myrtle of Skowihegan called on the
former’s sister, Mrs. E. A. Gordon
Sunday on their way to Jim Pond
Camps.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Taylor
and
children have gene up to John Bubier’s.
Mr,. Taylor is going to help
Mr. Buhferido his haying.
Air. and Mrs. Frank Vaughan have
ccme out from the Kiibby Camps to
stay a while.
Mr. Vaughan’s father
has gone in to stay at the camps
while Frank is away.
Mrs. Warren Dyer and daughter,
Esther have gone tc Flagstaff to stay
with her parents while her husband
is away guiding.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Blanchard and
little daughter and Mrs. Charlie Gor
don visited Mrs. E. A. Gordon Sun-day afternoon.

(B y O. M. O L S O N .)

EAST MADRID
July 26.
Miss Grace Longley of Lewiston
was a guest at F. H. Thorpe’s last
week.
Mrs. Ralph McLaughlin and sen,
Victor took advantage of the excur
sion to Old Orchard last Saturday
and were guests one day of Mrs.
Charlie McLaughlin of Turner. Miss
Vangie Welts kept house for Mrs.
McLaughlin during her absence.
Mr®. William Taggard of Boston
arrived at Mr. and Mrs. Edgar W elts’
fo~ the summer last Thursday. Mr.
Taggard is expected some time this
week.
Mr. Allen of Livermore Falls, the
piano tuner, was in town Wednesday,
tuning Mrs. Welts’ piano.
The Oberton League was entertain
ed last Wednesday by Miss Jennie
Wheeler.
It will meet in two weeks
with Mrs. W. F. Sweetser.
Mrs.' Cora Wheeler is at the home
cf Mr. and Mrs. Edward Webster of
Freeman for treatment.
So much rainy weather has put
the farmers way back on their hay
ing, although a few have tried to
do a little.

It Has Been Done
Here In P h illip s .

R ig h t

To thoroughly know the virtues of
a medicine you must investigate it®
work.
Doan’s Kidney Pills
stand
this test, and plenty of proof exists
right here in Phillips.
People who
testified years ago to relief from
backache, kidney and urinary disord
ers, now give confirmed testimony—
declare the results have lasted. How
can any Phillips sufferer longer doubt
the evidnece?
H. H. Vining, farmer, Pleasant
St., Phillips, says:
‘‘I got Doan’s
Kidney Pills at Preble’s drug store,
when suffering from kidney trouble
and they cured me in a short time.
1 hop,e that my statement will lead
other sufferers from kidney complaint
to try Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
Over three years later Mr. Vining
said:
“ I haven’t had occasion to
use Doan’s Kidney Pills since giving
my former endorsement, so I con
sider the cure permanent.”
Price 50(J, at all dealers.
Don’t
simply ask for a kidney remedy—get
Doan’s Kidney Pills—(the same that
cured Mr. Vining.
Foster-Milhurn
Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

P lo w in g in Relation to Drainage.

The depth at which land should be
plowed depends much upon the sea
son of the year, the kind of soil and
the physical condition of the subsoil.
Fall plowing, except for fall-grown
grain, should invariably be deeper
than spring plowing, as there is more
time for it to become sufficiently set
tled and compacted. Whenever land
is plowed quite deeply, and the cli
matic conditions do not thoroughly
settle the furrows, it should be thor
oughly worked before it is planted.
Heavy soils need to be plowed
deeper than the lighter types of soils.
Such soils usually have quite com
pact subsoils, and they are benefited
by being brought to the surface. It
is also a benefit to heavy soils to bury
the vegetable matter at a good depth,
as this will assist in keeping the sub
soil from becoming too compact.
Lighter soils are very much the
opposite. Their subsoils are usually
not too compact, and it is better to
have the vegetable matter mixed with
the surface soil. Deep plowing of
such soils has a tendency to make
them too loose, and care should be
taken to thoroughly compact them be
fore they are planted to crops.
Plowing land continuously at the
same depth ev e ry time has a tendency

of

to form a hard, compact layer In the
subsoil at that depth. This is an un
desirable condition, and can usually
be avoided by varying the depth
slightly from year to year. New land,
when first brought under the plow,
should not be plowed too deeply.
While it may be desirable to ultimate
ly have a furrow six or seven inches
in depth, it should be brought about
gradually, by plowing a half-inch or
so deeper every year.
A method of draining fields which
has proved satisfactory and inexpen in poor health.
sive, is ridging the land while plow
E. P. Hutchins and family of
ing.
Wayne, his mother and a gentleman
The plow is started in the middle made a call at Leslie Hardy’s re
where two furrows are plowed against
each other. By turning the horses to cently.
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Beal called at
the right when making the turns at C
and D, the dead furrows will be lo Leslie Hardy's on their way to the
cated at A and B and E and F. By pond, where they have put in fish,
continuing this system a series <3f also a boat.
years, the ditches are made deeper
year by/year. No ridge is formed on
the sides of the ditch. By commenc
BEAN’S CORNER
ing to plow in this way, and by vary
ing thq back furrows one year a little
July 27.
to the right of C and D, and another
Mrs. A. L. Talbot of Lewiston has
year a little to the left, the dead fur
rows will be made broad rather than ! been visiting her brother,
Dennis
deep, making the fields gently undu Adams and family.
late instead of being cut up by deep
Mrs. Lillian Porter of Auburn is
ditches and narrow high ridges.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Austin Gil
man.
Mrs. Ellen Adams of Georgetown,
MADRID
Mass., is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Charles Adams.
July 27.
Mrs. Laura Gilman was a guest of
Farmers are now hoping for good her sister, Mrs. Tufts in Kingfield a
hay weather.
few days recently.
Mrs. Walter Bean, who submitted
C. E. Wells and wife of Worcester,
Ma®»., are visiting his brother, J. to a surgical operation at a Portland
C. Wells and sister, Mrs. Hannah 'hospital a few days ago is reported
Robinson and other relatives
this to be on the gain.
George Bean is working for M m
week.
John
Holmes.
A goodly number listened to an
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Junes and four
able discourse by Annie L. Leathers
children of Brockton, Mass., are viisitlast Sunday, from Matthew 5-41.
Mrs. Cora Stinclrfield visited her/ inp- the latter’s parents, Mr. and Mr®.
daughter, Mrs. Bonney Webber, re Wm. Johnson.
cently.
Elmon Tyler is assisting
Leonard
Kinney with, his haying.
Mrs. J. C. Wells and Miss Leath
ers ate dinner witlh Leslie Hardy’s
family and all enjoyed a pleasant
time.
Mrs. H. E. Harnden of
Belgrade
Lakes stayed over Sunday with her
mother, Mrs. C. E. Hardy, who is

)|1(1III

B E N E F IT S LO C A L P E O P L E

Phillips people have discovered
that A SINGLE DOSE of
simple
buckthorn bark, glycerine, etc., as
compounded in AdLer-i-ka, the Ger
man appendicitis remedy, removes
gas on the stomaob and constipation
AT ONCE.
E. H. Whitney, druggist.

)(! )! M( JJ U
BUSINESS

SHORTHAND

TELEGRAPHY

1MO PAYMFNT IN AHVANFF

NORTH PHILLIPS

,ias been the policy of this instution for thirty yearsI’ ”
Hi
V
U L We recognize the purchaser’s rights to an examina
tion o f the goods, and a test o f their quality before payment is required. No othear school in
New England has faith enough in you or itself to allow this. Full satisfaction or no payment.

PORTLAND

July 27.
Mrs. L. L. ITimkley of Wilton and
Mrs. Reginald Binkley and children
are on the home farm fc,r a few
weeks.
Carl E. Hinkley is spending a few
days in Portland with his sister,
Mrs. D. J. Shepard.
Mrs. E. B. Davenport of Wilton is
visiting relatives and friend® ■ in
this place.
Basil Davenpor.t spent Saturday and
Sunday with friends in Portland.
Master Rcdcilph Lander caught a
trout one day last week weighing 1V2
pounds.
Mir. and Mrs. Elwin Webber and
little sen were guests last Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Chick.
Miss Bertha Moody spent Sunday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W il
lard Moody.
Mrs. Clara Byron is writing rela
tives in this place.
S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FO R
M A IN E
WOODS A N D
READ A L L
T H E L O C A L NEW S.

BANGOR

AUGUSTA

\ Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

WALL

PAPER

For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

C . E. D Y E R ’S
| STRONC,

-

-

M A IN E .

I

MAINE

W O OD S ,

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
The Christmas Present club vras
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Green, who '
entertained by Mrs. D. F.
Field
have come east from Chicago, are
Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Julia Hink*
now at the Jim Pond Camps, where
ley was a guest of the club.
Mrs.
several of Mr. Green’s brothers are
N. H. Harnden will be the hostess in
located.
They will not return to .
Chicago until the last of the month, j two weeks.
—George D. Clark of Farmington, | Master James Sellinger has recent
Secretary of the Franklin County ^ly returned from a two weeks’ visit
Fair, was in town recently. This as- with friends in Weld.
Sunday
sociation, of which Mr. Clark is j Richard Field returned
one of the most active officials, has j from the Boys’ Camp at Clear Water
offered a special $50.00 purse, divid-j Pond, where he has been for the
He enjoyed liis
ed, for pulling horses, open to Maine. past few weeks.
They have had in previous years stay there very much and lias become
many pairs offered for entry from quite expert in swimming.
been
this county and this purse is intend-1 Mrs. Frank Hodgman has
ed to furnish opportunity for Somer visiting relatives in Kingfield recent
set County horses to enter if they ly.
wish.
The date of Farmington Fair
Ernest Butler, esq., of Skowhegan
is September 28, 29 and 30th. Mr. visited bis father, Mr.' Benjamin But
Clark also speaks of a mid-summer ler and brother, W. B. Butler in Phil
race meeting to be held just be lips ft>r the week-end.
He made
fore ciT* just after one which is to oc the trip on horseback.
cur here August 14th.—Independent
Mrs. Julia Hinkley of Brooklyn, iN.
Reporter.
Y., is the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Currier enter D. F. Field.
tained fifteen guests at dinner last
Orris Vase and R. B. McMullen
Sunday, twelve of whom were rela took a trip to Hebron last Sunday
tives of Mrs. Currier.
Two auto to call on the latter’s brother, Eph
mobiles came from Hart land,
one raim McMullen, wlio is at the Heb
from Skowhegan and one from Ran- ron Sanitarian for treatment.
We
geley. Those from Hartland
were are glad to report that they found
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bunrill and two bis condition somewhat improved and
sons, Elmer and Harold Burrill, Mr. that he had gained a little in flesh.
and Mrs. F. O. Thompson and Mrs. They made the trip in Mr. Vase’s
Littlefield; from Skowhegan, Mr and car.
Mrs. Walter E, McGuire and Harvey
Miss Florian Wheeler is home from
McGuire of Skowhegan, S. J. Bige- Roekport.
Miss Wheeler made the
lo“ r of Dowell, Mass., and Mrs. trip by carriage and was accompan
Plelen B. Strickland of Boston; from ied by her cousin, Miss Bessie W eb
Rangeley, Mrs. J. E. Lamb and two ster.
sons, Conrad and Kenneth L mb.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jones
and
Mrs. Ella A. Hammond of Lincoln daughter, Jennie from Portland are
is the guest of her son, F. Merton visiting their mother, Mrs.
Mary
Hammond and wife for a few weeks. Bangs.
Mrs. Calvin Kneeland nee Lettie
H. H. Field and family will go to
Eilis from South Paris, who has been
their cottage at Weld for August.

Use genuine Lightning Jars and be sat
isfied. Wide mouth jars in all sizes at

TOOTHAKER’S CASH STORE

MARK DOWN SALE

PHILLIPS,

M A I N E , J U L Y 29, 1915.

visiting her parents, 'Mr. and Mrs.
Elm on Ellis in Weld for the last
three weeks, returned to her home
Friday and was accompanied by her
sister, Miss- Julia Ellis.
Mrs. Bertha Myers Kempton, who
lias been a guest recently in the
family of Wesley Kempton lias re
turned to her home in Kingfield.
iMr. and. Mrs. George Norris of
Portland arrived in town
Saturday
night and are the guests of lier aunt
and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cole.
Mrs. Wesley J. Kempton and baby
have been in Weld recently, visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elmon
Ellis.
The many friends o f Mrs. Albert
Ketmjpton will be pleased to learn
that she is recovering from, her ill
ness and is able to be around the
house.
The attendance at the regular meet
ing of North Franklin Grange held
Saturday, July 24, was small on ac
count of the busy time of year.
A
short literary program was carried
out.
It was voted to have an
all
day’s meeting Saturday, August 7th,
with a harvest dinner and the third
and fourth degrees to be worked, so
’ et all the candidates be present who
can.
The Dunham and Kinney reunion
will be held at the home of James
Dunham in Madrid, Friday, August
20, instead of Thursday, the 19, on
account of the State Grange
field
meeting to be held at Phillips on
Thursday.
Friends in town of Airs. Burchard
Tainter of Rockland, who is passing
the summer at their cottage on
Mooselookmeguntic lake, will
be
pleased to learn that she was suc
cessful in catching a 4-pound trout
last week, which was said to be a
beauty.
She is having it mounted.
Last summer she was successful in
catching an 8 ^ pound salmon, which
was reported to be the largest one
cauglut in the lake for the season.
Mr. Tainter is conductor on the Kennebago division of the Maine Central
railroad.
Mrs. Tainter was formerly
Miss Lila Allen of Strong and was
employed as a compositor in
the
Maine Woods office for some time a
few years ago and wdiile here gain
ed many friends.

STRAW BERRIES !
CUKES
i
LETTUCE
j
Oranges and Bananas

on Ralston Black Oxfords with
white rubber soles. A few pairs
left, sizes 5 to 10. $4.50 grade to
close at $3.50.
There are a few odd suits in
our stock on which the patterns
have been discontinued which we
will sell at a reduction o f from
10 to 25 per cent.
Caps for boys, 10c each.

j

THE SEDGELEY STORE
AUGUST SALE
SALE BEGINS AUGUST 2.
$1.00
$4 and $5 Dress Skirts
Coats and Suits marked low to close out.
$1.00
$3 and $2 Shirt Waists
39c
One lot of Shirt Waists
50c and 79c
White Petticoats
50c
Envelope Chemise
50c
Combination Corset Cover and Skirt
50c
Fine Muslin Night Robes
17c
Corset Covers, sizes 36 to 44
69c
One lot of House Dresses
10c
Men’s Tan Hose
19c and 25c
Big Sun Hats for berry pickers
19c
Children’ s Dress Hats
8c
Percale
8c
Gingham
5c
Apron Gingham
25c
27-inch Hamburg Flouncing
5c
15c Dress Goods, 2 webs
$3.00
Ladies’ Rain Coats
69c
Girls’ $1.00 Dresses, age 6 to 14
19c
25c Crepes
33c
Romper Suits
38c
Boys’ Russian Suits, blue, 3 to 8 years
29c
Ladies’ Union Suits, sizes 36 to 44
79c
Petticoats, blue, cerise, green
29c
1 web of 50c Dress Goods, brown
29c
1 web of 50c Dress Goods, blue
50c
1 web of $1.00 Broadcloth, black
$2.50
1 Dress Pattern, blue, 5 yds., $5.00 marked
50c and 69c
Children’ s White Dresses
$1.50
Ladies’ Fancy Crepe Dress
$1.00 and $1.50
House Dresses, sizes* 34 to 52
50c and 75c
Kimono Aprons
$2.00, $3.00 and $5.00
Nemo Corsets always a bargain

SHOES 1
Ladies’ high heel gun-metal Low Shoes, button and lace, extra
$1.69
good value, all sizes
Ladies’ out of style Boots, sizes 3 to 7
$1.49
$2.50 out of style tan Oxfords, sizes 3 to 5
$1.49

BUT LOOK AT THIS
All our Ladies’ $1.00 Shirt Waists
1 lot Ladies’ $1.00 Night Robes

C lo t h in g

S to r e

D. F. H O Y T .
N o . 5 . B e a l B lo c k ,

P h illip s , M e .

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry
Open Saturday Evenings.

69c

HOME c a n n e d ; 1 lot Ladies’ $1.00 House Dresses
Mustard Pickles j 1 lot Ladies’ Wash Skirts
Sour Pickles
1 lot Ladies’ $1.00 Kimonas
all at

|

69c
69c
69c

1 lot Ladies’ 50c Union Suits

33c

B E A N ’ iS j 1 lot Ladies’ 25c Kimonas

19c

Me. j 1 lot Ladies’ 25c black and tan Hose

^hillips,

15c

1 lot Bates Gingham

10c

1 lot Ladies’ $1.00 White Petticoats

69c

NOTICE
I am at your service with an
up-to-date equipment for making
a thorough examination of the
refractive and muscular condi
tions of the eyes.
Address all communications to
New Sharon, Me.

And Then Some.
B u ttericK

4 Per Cent Interest
Rates of interest on the
best grade of bonds and
notes are higher than they
have averaged for the past
ten years. This in turn
enables this bank to pay
more interest to its depos
itors.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
and until further notice,
4 per cent, interest will
be paid on Savings Depart
ment Accounts.

P atterns

in

StocK

e . M. HOYT,

FRANK F. GRAVES,

At The

39c and 69c

No. 2, B eal B lo c K , P h illip s, M e.

W anted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR AND
POPLAR

F a r m e r s’ T el,

Amateur
Developing and Printing

Pulp wood delivered at
Also films for all sizes and
any point on line o f Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes makes o f Cameras.
Railroad.
HALEY & FIELD
Phillips,

Maine

A. G. CR0NKH1TE,
P H IL L IP S , M E.

Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS, -

MAINE

Butter Paper Printed at Maine Woods.

